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Abstract

Hybrid superconductor-semiconductor devices offer unique advantages for solid-
state quantum information processing. In particular, the gatemon qubit has proved
to be a versatile experimental platform since its inception less than a decade ago.
For all types of qubits, understanding and overcoming decoherence are impor-
tant parts of the progression toward large-scale quantum computation. In this
thesis, results from three different studies related to decoherence in gatemons
are presented.

First, a gatemon formed in an InAs nanowire with a fully covering Al shell
is studied in a finite magnetic field. Investigating this system in an applied field
is motivated by the possible existence of Majorana zero modes, which could be
used for protection against decoherence. A non-monotonic dependence of the
qubit transition frequency on magnetic field is observed and interpreted as the
destructive Little-Parks effect. No signature of finite Majorana coupling (EM) is
observed. By measuring the charge dispersion of the qubit, an upper bound is
placed at EM/h < 10MHz.

Next, parity switching induced by quasiparticles in the nanowire gatemon is
studied. Quasiparticle poisoning can lead to decoherence and is an important
source of loss in superconducting qubits. At zero magnetic field, the switching
is found to occur on a time scale of 100 ms. As either the temperature or mag-
netic field is increased, the switching rate is observed to be first constant and
then increase exponentially, which is consistent with the conventional picture of
coexisting non-equilibrium and thermal quasiparticles. Slow parity switching at
zero magnetic field is promising for future development of gatemon coherence
times.

Finally, early results from the study of a 2DEG-based gatemon with multiple
gates close to the Josephson junction are presented. Precise gate control of the
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potential could allow for novel ways to limit decoherence. Operation of multiple
gates is demonstrated in both transport and circuit-QED measurements. The
devices are found to have short relaxation times on the order of 0.1 µs. Directions
for future research are discussed.



Resume

Hybrid superleder-halvleder devices har unikke fordele ved brug til solid-state
kvante informations processering. I særdeleshed har “gatemon” kvantebit vist
sig at være en versatil eksperimentel platform siden dens første demonstration
for mindre end 10 år siden. For alle typer af qubits er det centralt at forstå
dekohærens-mekanismer for at kunne udvikle dem frem i mod en stor-skala
kvantecomputer. Denne phd omhandler 3 forskellige studier som omhandler
dekohærens i gatemon qubits.

Det første studie omhandler en gatemon realiseret ved brug af en InAs nanowire
som er fuldt dækket af en alumunium med et påtrykt magnet felt. Dette system
blev studeret på grund af muligheden for at realisere majorana zero modes, som
kan bruges til at beskytte imod dekohærens. Vi observerede en ikke-monoton
afhængighed af qubit frekvensen som funktion af det eksternt påtrykte felt, en
effekt der kunne tilskrives den destruktive Little-Parks effekt. Vi fandt ingen
tegn på Majorana koblingen (EM) i systemet. Ved at måle qubittens ladnings-
dispersion kunne vi upper-bounde EM koblingen til at være EM/h < 10MHz.

Det andet studie omhandlede paritets-skift induceret af kvasipartikler i en
nanowire gatemon. Kvasipartikel forstyrrelse kan lede til dekohærens og er en
vigtig kilde til informations-tab i superledende kvantebits. Ved 0 magnet felt
er paritets-skifte-tiden på en tidsskala af 100 ms. Hvis enten temperaturen eller
magnetfeltet øges observeres at tidsskalaen først er konstant, men senere stiger
eksponentielt, konsistent med en konventiel fortolkning af sameksistent af ikke-
ækvilibrium og termiske kvasipartikler. Langsom paritets-skift tid ved 0 magnet
felt er en vigtig ingrediens for fremtidige udviklinger i gatemon kohærens tider.

Slutteligt præsenteres tidlige resultater på en gatemon realiseret ved hjælp af
to-dimensionel elektrongas, hvor adskillige elektrostatiske gates overlapper med
Josephson junction. Præcis gate-kontrol af potentialet i Josephson junction kan
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lede til nye metoder til at begrænse kohærensen i den resulterende gatemon qubit.
Der demonstreres både transport- og circuit-QED målinger på dette device. De-
vices som dette viste sig at have kort relaxation tider, i størrelsesordenen 0.1 µs.
Slutteligt diskuteres fremtidige forskningsretninger relateret til dette projekt.
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Chapter 1

Introduction

The relationship between humankind and technology is profound and multi-
faceted. In the 20th century, the development of semiconductor devices such
as the transistor has faciliated the rise of information technology, greatly impact-
ing many parts of human societies. Moore’s law describes the persistent ability
to make smaller and smaller transistors, allowing for the construction of more
powerful computers. A parallel development of human knowledge in the 20th
century was the gradual discovery of quantum mechanics as a physical descrip-
tion of nature. In quantum mechanics, the behavior of particles are described by
simple but sometimes counter-intuitive principles. For example, an electron can
exist in a superposition of states, collapsing into a determined state only upon
observation.

More recently, information technology and quantum mechanics have crossed
paths. This can be seen as an inevitable consequence of transistor miniaturiza-
tion reaching the domain where quantum mechanical descriptions are necessary.
Seen from another perspective, there is no reason to limit the hardware of com-
puters to effects that can be described by classical physics. The idea of a quan-
tum computer was first introduced in the 1980s by physicist R. Feynman [1].
Since then, it has gone from an idea to an industry of research and development,
spanning both academia and the private sector. Theory has showed that in some
cases, quantum mechanical effects can provide exponential improvements to the
speed of computation. If a universal quantum computer was realized to harness
this exponential power, problems impossible to solve using classical computers
could suddenly become solvable. The fundamental building block of a quantum
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computer is called a quantum bit, or qubit for short. Similar to an electron, it
exists in a superposition of 0 and 1 until its state is observed. As the research
has progressed, devices with an increasing number of qubits have been manufac-
tured. While a universal quantum computer has not yet been constructed, each
breakthrough brings the dream closer to reality.

In general, technology offers a plethora of benefits to society, such as uses in
communication, health care, industry, science and entertainment. On the other
hand, it has also been used in warfare, mass surveillance and to promote unjus-
tified concentrations of power. The impact on human lives is not inherent in the
technology itself but is determined by the way in which it is used. These general
observations apply also to quantum computers and highlights the importance of
considering the role of research in society. An example of a questionable direc-
tion of technology development is the recent announcement by the Niels Bohr
Institute of its plans to collaborate with a military alliance regarding quantum
research [2]. It could be argued that this instance is part of a broader worrisome
trend in decision-making at University of Copenhagen [3].

In summary, the development of quantum technology and the pursuit of uni-
versal quantum computation is a scientific challenge that may offer new insights
into nature and benefits to people’s lives. Like other collective undertakings, the
success of the project and the extent to which it is used for the common good is
determined by the people involved in the effort.

Many physical platforms have been considered for quantum computers, such
as trapped ions, photons and superconducting circuits. This PhD thesis focuses
on a specific variant of the latter, namely a superconductor-semiconductor hy-
brid qubit known as the gatemon. Three experiments related to the preservation
of quantum information in the gatemon are discussed. The loss of quantum infor-
mation to the surrounding environment is referred to as decoherence of the qubit.
Hopefully, the results presented here sheds light on how to overcome decoher-
ence in gatemons and contribute to the development of quantum technology.



Chapter 2

Background

In this chapter, theory and previous experiments are reviewed that form the back-
ground for subsequent chapters. The chapter starts with a brief overview of the
basic solid-state physics of the types materials that play a central role for the
thesis. It is then described how superconductors have been used as a platform
for quantum computation. Mechanisms of decoherence and their visualization
on the Bloch sphere is discussed. This is followed by an examination of the con-
sequences of incorporating a semiconductor into a transmon qubit. The chapter
concludes with a short description of Majorana zero modes.

2.1 Semiconductor and superconductor

Solid-state physics describes the behavior of electrons in crystals and how the
crystal properties determine the type of material [4]. In particular, the electric
properties of a material are governed by the conditions for transporting charged
particles across it. The physical description of this is captured by the electronic
density of states (DOS) in the material, illustrated in Figure 2.1. Finite density of
states is associated with the conduction of electric currents because electrons, the
charged particles that carry the current, need to occupy quantum mechanically
available states as they propagate through the material.

Metals are crystals in which electrons (crystal quasiparticles with charge 1e)
have a finite DOS as depicted in Figure 2.1a, making them conductors of elec-
tric currents. In semiconductors (Figure 2.1b) the presence of a band gap in the
DOS means that the device can act both as a conductor and an insulator, control-
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8 2.1. SEMICONDUCTOR AND SUPERCONDUCTOR

lable by external conditions such as temperature and an applied electric field. At
low temperatures, some metals enter into a superconducting state. This state of
matter was discovered in the early 20th century and is associated with electric
currents with zero resistance. A microscopic theory of the phenomenon was dis-
covered decades later and is known as Bardeen Cooper Schrieffer (BCS) theory.
Similar to semiconductors, the superconducting state is also associated with a
gap in the quasiparticle DOS (Figure 2.1c), although the underlying physics is
different. In superconductors, electrons can condensate into Cooper pairs with
charge 2e and the energy cost to break such a pair forms the DOS gap. Cooper
pairs form a macroscopic quantum state and enable the dissipationless flow of a
supercurrent.

Metal Semicond. Supercond.

Energy Energy Energy

Figure 2.1: Quasiparticle density of states in three different types of materi-
als. Qualitative illustration of the density of states for quasiparticles with charge
1e in a (a) metal, (b) semiconductor and (c) superconductor.

A structure with two superconductors separated by a non-superconductor is
known as a Josephson junction (JJ) [5]. The non-superconducting element is
called a weak link and is typically an insulator. Despite the weak link, this type
of junction supports a supercurrent I = Ic sinφ , where Ic is a critical current and
φ is the quantum mechanical phase difference between the two superconductors.
The possibility of a supercurrent through a JJ can be thought of as resulting from
a proximity effect whereby the superconducting state extends beyond its physi-
cal boundary. The proximity effect also enables a non-superconductor running
parallel to the superconductor to support a supercurrent.
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2.2 Superconducting circuit and qubit

Due to the dissipationless nature of currents associated with the superconducting
state, superconducting circuits provide a suitable platform for quantum computa-
tion [6, 7]. Superconductors form one of the most prominent types of qubits, for
example having been used to outperform a classical computer [8]. Many types
of superconducting qubits exist, utilizing different degrees of freedom to define
the qubit and operating in distinct regimes of parameter space.

One of the simplest possible superconducting circuits to consider is an inductor-
capacitor circuit. The quantization of the expression for the energy stored in such
a circuit leads to a Hamiltonian equivalent to the harmonic oscillator. While such
an element is interesting (and serves as a model of superconducting resonators
used in this thesis), the operation of superconducting qubits relies on finite an-
harmonicity, i.e. unevenly separated energy levels. This is required because in
order to use the ground and excited state as a two-level system (qubit) the transi-
tion between these levels must be uniquely addressable. Replacing the inductor
with a Josephson junction as described above serves to provide a non-linearity to
the circuit, which produces an anharmonic oscillator. This system is described
by the Hamiltonian [7]

ĤT = 4EC(n̂−ng)
2−EJ cos(φ̂) (2.1)

where EC = e2/2C is the charging energy given by the capacitance across the JJ,
n̂ is the number operator corresponding to the difference in Cooper pairs between
either side of the JJ, ng is an effective offset charge accounting for all other
charges affecting the potential, and EJ = h̄Ic/2e is the Josephson energy. The
first two energy levels of ĤT are plotted in Figure 2.2. Throughout this thesis, the
frequency (E1−E0)/h corresponding to the transition between the ground and
excited state is denoted by f01. The first implementations of a qubit based on this
Hamiltonian went by the name Cooper pair box and had a level spectrum similar
to Figure 2.2a [9,10]. A drastic improvement of qubit performance was achieved
by operating the system at an increased ratio EJ/EC as in Figure 2.2b-c [11]. The
improvment in performance is due to suppressing the influence of charge noise
on qubit coherence. Superconducting charge qubits operated around or above
EJ/EC ∼ 50 are known as transmons.

In order to use a qubit for information processing, methods to manipulate and
read out its state need to be implemented. For superconducting qubits, the domi-
nating framework to this end is circuit-QED, where information about the state of
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1

0

Figure 2.2: Energy level solutions for the transmon Hamiltonian. Panels
show the dispersion of the ground and first excited state of the transmon in the
effective offset charge ng, for different values of the ratio EJ/EC. (a) Cooper pair
box regime, (b) offset-charge sensitive transmon regime and (c) conventional
transmon regime. Figure inspired by Reference [11].

the qubit is obtained via the microwave transmission of a readout resonator [12].
Similar to an atom interacting with light in a reflective cavity, the interaction be-
tween the qubit and the resonator is governed by the Jaynes-Cummings Hamilto-
nian. By operating the qubit far away from the resonator (dispersive regime) the
resonator frequency is shifted from its bare value and the magnitude of this shift
depends both on the qubit frequency and its state [13]. Due to this qubit-state-
dependent shift of the resonator frequency, readout of the qubit can be achieved
by probing the transmission of microwave radiation through the resonator. In
practice, readout resonators are often implemented as coplanar waveguides fab-
ricated on the same sample as the qubit, or as a three-dimensional cavity.

2.3 Decoherence

The processing of a quantum computer is conventionally described as a sequence
of gates acting on one or more qubits corresponding to the execution of an algo-
rithm [14]. In this picture, the performance of the quantum computer is limited
by the number of qubits available, the fidelity of the gates being used, as well
as the degree to which individual qubits remain in the computational state pre-
scribed by the algorithm. This last aspect is known as preserving the single-qubit
coherence and represents a scientific challenge for any platform for quantum
computation, including superconducting circuits [15].
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The general state of a single qubit is a complex superposition of the ground
state |0〉 and the excited state |1〉. A given qubit state can be visualized as a point
on the Bloch sphere, as illustrated in Figure 2.3a. Loss of coherence represents
uncontrolled movement on the Bloch sphere. This can happen via two principal
mehanisms [7]. First, loss of energy from the qubit to the surrounding environ-
ment can cause a transition |1〉 → |0〉 shown in Figure 2.3b. The time scale on
which this happens is called the relaxation time T1. Second, noise in the parame-
ters of the Hamiltonian results in fluctuations of f01 which randomizes the phase
of the qubit as given by the azimuthal angle φ on the Bloch sphere. The time
scale associated with this is called the dephasing time Tφ (Figure 2.3c). A com-
bined quantity taking into account both energy relaxation and dephasing is called
the coherence time T2, defined by 1/T2 = 1/(2T1)+1/Tφ . If pure dephasing is
eliminated, the maximum coherence time is given by T2 ≤ 2T1. Taken together,
these mechanisms of quantum information loss suggest that to achieve a coherent
qubit, it should be isolated from the environment and shielded from any noise.
On the other hand, in order to apply gates and read out the qubit state, interaction
between the qubit and laboratory equipment is necessary. Establishing the right
compromise between these requirements define a significant part of the journey
toward full-scale quantum computation.

In the context of superconducting qubits and circuit-QED, sequences of mi-
crowave pulses are used to probe a qubit for its T1 and T2 values, shown in Fig-
ure 2.3d-f. The practical details of implementing such an experiment is described
in Section 3.3. A characterization of coherence time scales typically starts with
a Rabi sequence (Figure 2.3d). Here, a drive pulse with frequency fd = f01 and
of variable duration td induces oscillations of the qubit state between |0〉 and
|1〉, which are recorded by a drive tone at a frequency fRO close to the read-
out resonator fR. As the state of the qubit is read out, it collapses into either
|0〉 or |1〉 with probabilities cosθ/2 and sinθ/2, respectively. The average of
repeated measurements reveal the oscillatory evolution of the quantum state re-
sulting from the drive tone. Observing these Rabi oscillations is often taken as
the condition for having realized a qubit and by inspecting the oscillation pe-
riod, pulses that induce specific longitudinal movements on the Bloch sphere
can be calibrated. In Figure 2.3c such a pulse with length tπ is used to excite the
qubit. By varying the time tw between excitation and readout, T1 is determined
by an exponential fit to averaged measurements. To measure T2, two pulses with
length tπ/2 and a variable separation tw are used, as shown in Figure 2.3f. This is
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known as a Ramsey sequence. The first pulse places the qubit state on the Bloch
sphere equator, where it precesses due to its quantum mechanical time evolution,
producing oscillations in the averaged measurements. Dephasing and energy re-
laxation cause the suppression of these oscillations and T2 is extracted by a fit to
an exponentially damped cosine function.

2.4 Superconductor–semiconductor qubit

The experiments in this thesis exclusively study superconductor-semiconductor
qubits, where a semiconductor is used as the weak link in the JJ. The nature of
a transmon qubit incorporating a semiconductor is altered in a number of ways.
The current-phase relationship is no longer given by the sinusoidal Josephson
relation but is governed by a small number of sub-gap energy levels. In the short-
junction limit, the associated Josephson potential can be approximated by [17]

V (φ) =−∆∑
η

√
1−η sin2(φ/2) (2.2)

where the sum is over channels with transparency η . These levels are called
Andreev states and arise due to the possibility of an electron entering the su-
perconductor as a Cooper pair, by being reflected as a hole, leading to bound
states. In a superconductor-semiconductor qubit, the current-phase relationship
in Equation 2.2 replaces the second term of the Hamiltonian in Equation 2.1.
Using perturbation theory with a fourth-order series expansion of V (φ) (see e.g.
References [18, 19]) yields approximate expressions for the transition frequency

h f01 ≈
√

8ECEJ−EC

(
1− 3

4
∑η2

∑η

)
(2.3)

where
EJ =

∆

4 ∑η (2.4)

and the anharmonicity (defined as α = E12−E01)

α ≈−EC

(
1− 3

4
∑η2

∑η

)
. (2.5)

The semiconductor field effect provides the ability of using a gate voltage to in-
crease the carrier concentration of the semiconducting weak link, corresponding
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Figure 2.3: Time scales of decoherence and pulse sequences for their exper-
imental determination. (a) The state Ψ = cos(θ/2) |0〉+ exp(iφ)sin(θ/2) |1〉
indicated on the Bloch sphere. Visual representation of (b) energy relaxation
and (c) dephasing, as well as the relation between Tφ , T1 and T2. (d) Rabi pulse
sequence used for inducing oscillations between |0〉 and |1〉. (e) Relaxation se-
quence used to determine T1 and (f) Ramsey sequence for determining T2. Figure
partially adapted from Reference [16] and inspired by Reference [7].

to increasing the number of channels and their transmissions in Equations 2.2
through 2.4. This means that in the superconductor-semiconductor transmon,
both f01 and α can be altered using a gate, giving rise to the term “gatemon” for
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this type of qubit. Experiments have shown that the channel transmissions often
increase non-monotonically with gate voltage [20] and that a small number of
channels with high transmissions can be expected in a nanowire gatemon [21].

Since initial demonstrations of gatemons in qubits formed in nanowires (NWs)
less than a decade ago [22, 23] experimental progress has been remarkable [17],
including the implementation of two-qubit gates [24] and characterization of co-
herence as a function of magnetic field [25]. Gatemons have been implemented
in a two-dimensional electron gas [26] and in graphene [27]. Superconductor-
semiconductor JJs in NW have been used to provide a tunable coupling between
qubits [28]. The special current-phase relationship of gatemons have been lever-
aged to suppress charge disperion [29,30] and to construct a protected qubit [31].
By adding an extra JJ to the gatemon, in situ transport measurements have been
incorporated into the circuit-QED architecture [32]. NW gatemons have been
operated at magnetic fields as high as 1 T [33]. Furthermore, superconductor-
semiconductor junctions have been used to study Andreev bound states [34, 35].
By taking advantage of the spin-orbit interaction in the NWs, they have enabled
circuit-QED monitoring of quasiparticle spin [36].

Although the experiments described above have produced interesting in-
sights into the nature of the superconductor-semiconductor JJ, gatemon T1 re-
main on the order of ∼ 10µs, while other types of superconducting qubits have
approached T1 ∼ 1ms [37]. The usefulness of superconductor-semiconductor
hybrids in quantum technology will require developing the gatemon coherence
time or establishing niche roles involving gate tunability or the non-sinusoidal
current-phase relationship.

2.5 Majorana zero modes

Some experiments described in this thesis are partially motivated by the prospects
of a framework for quantum computation known as topological quantum com-
putation (TQC) [38]. This framework has yet to be realized but could poten-
tially offer powerful protection against decoherence. The scheme for achieving
TQC relevant to the present thesis is the manipulation of Majorana zero modes
(MZMs) in nanowires [39]. This scheme is based around mapping a toy model
known as the Kitaev chain [40] to an s-wave superconductor proximitizing a
semiconductor [41, 42].

Experiments using dc transport measurements have reported signatures com-
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patible with MZMs in the same type of NWs used for the experiments in this
thesis [43–45], although the question of whether MZMs exist and could be re-
liably produced in these systems remains unsettled. Theoretical proposals have
indicated the possibility of interacting with MZMs in the microwave regime [46]
as well as integrating MZMs into superconducting qubit architectures [47–51].
In Chapter 4 of the present thesis, circuit-QED measurements are used to search
for a particular signature of MZMs.





Chapter 3

Experimental platforms

This chapter describes the implementation of the concepts introduced in Chap-
ter 2, that will be used in the experiments described in subsequent chapters. The
experiments feature qubits using two different realizations of the Josephson junc-
tion, namely the nanowire and the two-dimensional electron gas. The fabrication
used to incorporate the Josephson junctions into a circuit-QED architecture for
qubit control and readout is described. Finally, the experimental setup in which
microwave and dc transport measurements are performed is discussed.

3.1 Vapor-liquid-solid nanowire gatemon

Nanowires (NWs) are nanotechnology components in the shape of a wire with a
diameter on the nanometer scale and with a wide array of applications, including
electronics and photovoltaics. The NWs used in the present thesis are synthe-
sized by molecular beam epitaxy (MBE) using a technique called vapor-liquid-
solid (VLS), where a Au particle acts as the growth catalyst. The NWs have a
semiconducting InAs core with a fully surrounding Al shell, which is epitaxially
matched to the core [52]. Transmission electron micrographs (TEMs) is shown
in Figure 3.1. In Chapters 4-5, results of measurements on qubit devices are
compared with the TEMs in this figure. For this comparison, it should be noted
that variations in dimensions could result from aging (long time having passed
between TEM and device measurement) and wafer position (while the NWs used
in devices are from the same gworth batch as those in Figure 3.1, there might be
systematic variations in the wire geometry depending on growth wafer position).

17
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Furthermore, as shown by comparing the two NWs in Figure 3.1, variations be-
tween individual NWs are also present.

28 nm 135nm

5.0 nm 5.7 nm

22 nm

InAs AlAlAlOx AlOx

195nm

4.6 nm4.8 nm

Figure 3.1: Transmission electron micrographs of VLS nanowires. The fig-
ure displays micrographs of cross-sections of two nanowires from the same
growth batch as those used in Devices 1 and 2 in this thesis (although differ-
ences might still exist, see main text). Geometrical distances are indicated in the
figure. Martin Espiñeira is acknowledged for the micrographs.

All device fabrication discussed in this thesis is performed by conventional
planar methods of integrated-circuit technology on the nanometer up to mil-
limeter scale. Patterns are defined lithographically by electron-beam lithogra-
phy (EBL) on spin-coated layers of resist. In the context of this thesis, device
fabrication generally refers to the following actions:

1. Taking a piece of superconductor-semconductor material, provided by growth
specialists, and partially removing the superconductor, in order to form a
Josephson junction.

2. Forming one or more gates around the junction, to be used for tuning qubit
properties by the semiconductor field effect (see Section 2.4).

3. Forming a circuit-QED transmon control layer around the Josephson junc-
tion, for manipulation and readout of the qubit state.
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4. Attaching and electrically connecting the finished sample to a holder suit-
able for low-temperature measurements.

The type of circuit-QED control layer used in this thesis is sketched in Fig-
ure. 3.2. A feed line carries microwave signals, produced by room-temperature
laboratory equipment, through the device. Meandering λ/4 coplanar waveguide
resonators are inductively coupled to the feed line on one end, resulting in dips
in the transmission magnitude at frequencies defined by their lengths (typically
∼ 5GHz). On their other end, each resonator is capacitively coupled to a qubit
island, providing a large shunting capacitance to ground, for increasing EJ/EC

(see Section 2.2). Epitaxially grown superconductor-semiconductor elements,
with a JJ formed on them, are connected to the qubit island on one end, and
grounded on the other. Gate lines extend from the vicinity of the JJ to the edge
of the sample. Many resonator-qubit pairs are coupled to the single feed line (for
example, two in the case of Figure 3.2) but are not designed to be coupled to each
other. To enable separate readout of each qubit, the lengths of the resonators are
different from each other. Everywhere else, the sample surface is covered by a
superconducting ground plane. Bond wires connect the feed line, gate lines and
the ground plane to a printed circuit boad (PCB), which is in turn connected to
the rest of the measurement circuitry (described in Section 3.3).

The fabrication of NW-based gatemon devices is described in the follow-
ing. Detailed recipe notes are attached in Appendix B. Fabrication start on
high-resistivity Si substrates with the deposition of a bottom gate dielectric by
low pressure chemical vapor deposition (LPCVD) and the subsequent formation
of a NbN circuit-QED control layer (feed line, coplanar waveguides, readout
resonators and shunting capacitors providing qubit EC) by sputtering and reac-
tive ion etching1. A second layer of gate dielectric is then deposited on top of
the gates using atomic layer deposition (ALD). In the same step, dielectric for
crossovers are formed. Crossovers are bridge structures connecting the ground
plane across control layer feature, to eliminate electromagnetic mode that might
interfere with microwave measurements.

NWs grown by VLS are then mechanically transferred from the growth sub-
strate to the device sample as in indicated in Figure 3.3, using a micromanipu-

1The NW device fabrication described here is that of Device 2 (see Table A.1). The process
for Device 1 is similar, with the exception that the Device 1 control layer was formed by sputtered
NbTiN etched by inductively coupled plasma etching. Device 1 also lacks the LPCVD dielectric
below the control layer.
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Figure 3.2: Sketch of circuit-QED control layer. Qualitative drawing show-
ing different parts of the device layout (see main text). The drawing is not to
scale (in order to capture all components in one drawing, the sizes of some are
exaggerated).

lator. The NW is placed such that it will electrically connect to the qubit island
(shunting capacitor) on one end and to the ground plane on the other. A Joseph-
son junction is formed in the wire by wet etching1.

The Al shell of the NW forms a native oxide upon exposure to air, which
means that it is not sufficient to place the NW on the NbN control layer to es-
tablish electrical contact. To this end, a final fabrication step removes the native
oxide by Kaufman milling in the end regions of the wire, upon which a layer of
NbTiN is sputtered. This layer of NbTiN also forms the conducting parts of the
aforementioned crossover structures. Following fabrication, the devices are wire
bonded to a PCB, which can be mounted and loaded into a dilution refrigerator
for low-temperature measurements.

1Recent developments in growth technology have produced Josephson junctions in situ by
using shadow growth [53], removing the need for a wet etch step.
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(a) (b)

10 μm 10 μm

Figure 3.3: Mechanical transfer of nanowires between samples. Optical
micrographs indicating the process of using a micromanipulator to transfer a
nanowire from (a) the substrate on which it was grown by VLS to (b) a qubit
device sample, where it is integrated into a circuit-QED control layer.

3.2 2DEG-based gatemon

By engineering the layers of stacked semiconductors, it is possible to form a
high-mobility two-dimensional electron gas (2DEG) [54, Chapter 9]. This struc-
ture is of great significant in electronics (used for example in the high-electron-
mobility transistor) and for experimental quantum transport where it was used
in the first experimental observation of quantized conductance [55]. In Chap-
ter 6, an experiment featuring a gatemon formed in a 2DEG JJ is presented. The
2DEG used for this experiment uses a combination of III-V materials, as depicted
in Figure 3.4, and was provided by the Manfra group at Purdue University.

The device fabrication of the 2DEG-based gatemon used in this thesis fol-
lows a similar structure as the NW gatemon with a few differences. 2DEG-based
gatemons have previously been demonstrated and the fabrication follows this
work fairly closely [26]. A fabrication recipe is provided in Appendix C. Device
fabrication here starts directly from the growth wafer of the III-V stack hosting
the 2DEG. Small pieces are cut from the growth wafer where individual qubit
devices are fabricated. First, Ti-Au alignment marks are created by metal evapo-
ration and lift-off. The III-V stack is then removed across nearly the whole sam-
ple, except for small rectangular regions referred to as mesas. This is performed
by wet etching, first with Transene D for the Al layer and then with specialized
etchant (see Appendix C) for the III-V layers.
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Semiconductor
Superconductor

III-V buffer layer
(265 nm)

In0.75Ga0.25As (4 nm)

InP substrate

InAs (5 nm)2DEG

In0.75Ga0.25As (10 nm)

GaAs (0.5 nm)

Al (50 nm)

Figure 3.4: Layer structure of the material hosting a 2DEG. Different mate-
rials are indicated, with the 2DEG being hosted in the InAs layer. An Al layer at
the top of the stack serves to induce superconductivity in the 2DEG by proximity
effect. The drawing is not to scale. The Manfra group at Purdue University is
acknowledged for providing the 2DEG material.

A circuit-QED control layer is then formed using a combination of lift-off
and etch processes. It was found that using lift-off for smaller features and etch-
back for larger ones produced a stable fabrication process. The control layer
is made of 100 nm evaporated Al. Josephson junctions to be used as gatemons
are formed on the mesas by a wet etch in Transene D. A layer of gate dielectric
is deposited by ALD. Two rounds of gates are then deposited both consisting
of evaporated Ti-Al, the first one producing narrow features on top of the mesa
(45 nm Al thickness) and the second one climbing the mesa (390 nm Al thick-
ness) with a Kaufman mill step preceeding it. The reason for this double-layered
gates is elaborated on in Chapter 6. Finished devices are wire bonded for loading
into a dilution refrigerator setup.

3.3 Dilution refrigerator and measurement setup

Low-temperature measurements are performed in a dilution refrigerator (DR).
DRs use a combination of 3He and 4He isotopes to reach temperatures in the
millikelvin range [56, Chapter 7]. For the work in this thesis, DR systems from
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Figure 3.5: Protective sample enclosure for loading into dilution refrigera-
tor. The photograph illustrates how samples were mounted for low-temperature
measurements. A cylindrical Cu enclosure (A) holds a smaller CuBe box (B),
where the wire-bonded PCB is mounted by screws and electrically connected by
fuzz buttons. The box is stuffed with pieces Eccosorb (C) for protection against
electromagnetic radiation, and is sealed by In wire.

both Oxford Instruments and Bluefors are used, usually operated at a tempera-
ture around ∼ 30mK. PCBs with finished qubit samples wire bonded to them
are mounted in a CuBe enclosure, shown in Figure 3.5. The space surrounding
the samples are filled with Eccosorb filter material to provide protection against
stray electromagnetic radiation. The sample PCB is connected via fuzz buttons
to a larger PCB with electric filtering, which then interfaces with the DR cold
fingers allowing for room temperature instruments to apply and measure signals
via wiring through the DR. The CuBe box is places in a cylindrical Cu holder
(“puck”), which is bottom-loaded into the DR.

All three experiments described in this thesis (Chapters 4-6) are centered
around measurements of microwave transmission. A schematic of the setup used
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to facilitate these measurements is shown in Figure 3.61. Room temperature in-
struments generate signals that are filtered and sent down through the sample via
DR wiring. Having passed through the sample feed line, the high-frequency
signal is amplified and recorded by other room temperature instrumentation.
Single-tone transmission experiments are performed by S21 measurements on
a vector network analyzer (VNA). Two-tone measurements (spectroscopy and
time domain sequences as depicted in Figure 2.3) are performed by heterodyne
demodulation. In such a measurement, an arbitrary waveform generator (AWG)
is used to IQ modulate an radio frequency (RF) vector source before it is sent
to the sample feed line. Having passed through the sample and interacted with
the readout resonator, the signal is mixed with the unmodulated frequency (com-
monly referred to as LO for local oscillator) and recorded by a digitizer. It is then
downconverted further in software producing a complex VH , which is recorded
and saved. This scheme is a conventional way of performing high-frequency
measurements and is described in more detail e.g. in Reference [7].

Drive pulses intended to excite the qubit are combined with readout pulses
and delivered to the qubit via the same DR wiring and sample feed line as read-
out pulses. Pulse shapes are programatically defined on a computer, uploaded
to the AWG and generated on a separate RF vector source, which is IQ mod-
ulated by the AWG output. Gate voltages are generated on a digital-to-analog
converter (DAC). Instrument control and data acquisition are achieved by the
QCoDeS and Labber softwares. Some data presented in this thesis, in partic-
ular two-dimensional spectroscopy data, is shown with the background having
been subtracted. This is usually achieved by subtracting each trace by the mean
value of that trace in a two-dimensional data set and is not intended to alter the
interpreted features in the data, but only to enhance signal visibility.

In Chapter 6, measurements of dc transports are presented in addition to the
high-frequency techniques described above. For this, additional instrumenta-
tion is attached to the sample as shown in Figure 3.7. It is similar to the setup
described in Reference [32, Supplemental material]. The main instrument is
the lock-in amplifier, which can measure small voltages even in the presence of
noise by the incorporation of a known reference signal. The logic of the transport

1The diagram in this figure illustrates the setup used for the experiments in Chapters 4-5.
A similar setup was used in Chapter 6 except without a TWPA, with the addition of instrumen-
tation for dc transport measurements (see Figure 3.7) and minor differences e.g. in filtering and
instrument models.
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MW

MW

Figure 3.6: Diagram of high-frequency measurement setup in a dilution re-
frigerator. A radio-frequency switch (indicated by F) enables the setup to be
used for both VNA S21 transmission measurements, as well as time domain
measurements using a digitizer (indicated by B).
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measurement is as follows (quantities indicated in Figure 3.7). Measurements of
differential resistance across the device under test (DUT) are achieved by apply-
ing a voltage bias VDAC while measuring IB through the DUT. A voltage divider
combines the dc bias with the lock-in reference signal, which is then applied as
a bias to the DUT through a current-to-voltage converter. The voltage divider
is produced specifically for usage with the current-to-voltage converter and out-
puts combined ac and dc with ratios βac = 10−5 and βdc = 10−3, respectively.
The current IB is converted to a voltage in the current-to-voltage converter with a
conversion factor of αb = 105V/A, the ac component is measured by the lock-in
amplifier and the dc component by a digital multimeter. The differential resis-
tance of the DUT is given by dR = dVJ/dIB where

dVJ = βacVamp−dIBRline (3.1)

and dIB =VX/αb where Vamp us the chosen lock-in ampliude, Rline is the line
resistance and VX is the X component of the measured lock-in voltage. The
dc component of IB is computed as VDMM/αb. Taken together, this allows the
computed dR to be plotted parametrically as a function of current bias IB as
VDAC is swept.
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Figure 3.7: Diagram of setup for dc transport measurements. One side of a
two-terminal DUT is connected to a measurement circuit and the other side is
grounded. An I-to-V converter delivers a voltage bias to the DUT while convert-
ing IB to a voltage, which is then measured by a lock-in amplifier and a DMM.



Chapter 4

Destructive Little-Parks effect in
a full-shell nanowire-based
transmon

In Section 2.4, a number of experiments on gatemon qubits were reviewed. Some
of those experiments used NWs with a superconducting shell covering half of the
facets of the wire and some experiments studied NWs with a fully-covering su-
perconducting shell. For many purposes, in particular at zero magnetic field,
these two systems show similar behavior. At finite magnetic field, however,
the full-shell NWs exhibit destructive Little-Parks effect, resulting in a non-
monotonic dependence of the superconducting gap on parallel magnetic field.

In this chapter, this non-monotonic dependence on magnetic field is exam-
ined in the context of a gatemon qubit and circuit-QED. The chapter is based on
the following publication

• “Destructive Little-Parks effect in a full-shell nanowire-based transmon”
(2020) by D. Sabonis*, O. Erlandsson*, A. Kringhøj*, B. van Heck,
T. W. Larsen, I. Petkovic, P. Krogstrup, K. D. Petersson, C. M. Marcus.
Physical Review Letters, 125(15):156804.
* These authors contributed equally to this work.

The text has been re-written for the context of the thesis and some additional
discussion is provided.
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4.1 Half-shell and full-shell nanowires

Nanowire-based gatemons have employed epitaxial Al shells covering either half
of the hexagonal NW surface (two or three out of six facets) [29, 31, 33, 57] or
shells that fully surround the surface (all six facets) [22, 24, 30, 32]. Implemen-
tations without a shell have also been demonstrated [23]. In half-shell NWs, the
superconducting gap often follows a square-root dependence on parallel mag-
netic field, of the form,

∆(B) ∝

√
1− (B/Bc)2 (4.1)

where Bc is the critical magnetic field, attributed to BCS theory [25, 57, 58]. In
the transmon regime EJ/EC� 1, Equation 2.3 then yields a qubit frequency

f01(B) ∝
4
√

1− (B/Bc)2 . (4.2)

For NWs exhibiting this behavior, the qubit frequency monotonically decreases
as B is increased, eventually collapsing to zero at B = Bc. However, this field-
dependence is not universal in half-shell NWs, and non-monotonic ∆(B) has also
been reported [33, 57, 59].

In full-shell NWs a non-monotonic ∆(B) appears due to the Little-Parks ef-
fect [45,60]. This effect arises due to the quantization of magnetic flux through a
superconducting cylinder and causes ∆(B) to exhibit periodic oscillations. Prior
to NW experiments, similar observations of the effect have been made in other
cylindrical superconductors [61]. A qualitative illustration of the differences in
the magnetic-field-dependence of half-shell and full-shell NWs is shown in Fig-
ure 4.1.

The mathematical description of ∆(B) as governed by the Little-Parks effect
can be given using the pair-breaking parameter α of the Abrikosov–Gor’kov
theory [62, Section 10.2], from which other parameters such as the critical tem-
perature Tc and the superconducting gap ∆ are obtained. For the case of a su-
perconducting cylinder (of which a full-shell nanowire is a realization), α(B) is
given by minimizing the function [63–65],

α(B) =
4ξ 2kBTC0

πR2

[(
n− Φ

Φ0

)2

+
t2

4R2

(
Φ2

Φ2
0
+

n2

3

)]
(4.3)

in the integer winding number n at each B, where ξ is the superconducting co-
herence length at zero field, TC0 is the critical temperature at zero field, Φ is the
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(a) (b)

(c)

Semiconductor
Superconductor

Figure 4.1: Half-shell and full-shell nanowires and the magnetic-field-
dependence of their superconducting gaps. (a) Half-shell NW. Depicted here
with two facets covered by the superconducting shell, although three-facet NWs
are also referred to as half-shell. (b) Full-shell NW with a superconductor on all
six facets. (c) Qualitative illustration of ∆/∆0(B) for both types of nanowire.

applied magnetic flux, R is the radius of the superconducing shell, and t is the
shell thickness. Once α is calculated, ∆ can be computed from [66]

log
∆0

∆
=

{
πα

4∆
, if α < ∆,

log
(

α+
√

α2−∆2

∆

)
−
√

α2−∆2

2α
+ α

2∆
arcsin ∆

α
, if ∆ > α.

(4.4)

The gatemon frequency can then be modeled as f01 ∝
√

∆(B). It should be noted
that what is referred to as the superconducting gap ∆ in the above is the pairing
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strength of Cooper pairs1 which is here taken to enter the transmon Hamiltonian
in Equation 2.1.

Many parameters enter into Equations 4.3 and 4.4 and thereby influence the
form of the magnetic-field-dependence of the superconducting gap in full-shell
NWs. To get a better understanding for some of these, ∆(B) is computed for
some variations of parameters in Figure 4.2. From this figure, a number of trends
are apparent. Figure 4.2a shows the effect of varying the thickness of the super-
conducting shell. A thicker superconducting shell results in smaller lobes, both
in terms of the span in magnetic field B and the value of ∆ at a given B. Varia-
tions in the NW radius R, as shown in Figure 4.2b (where the shell thickness t is
kept fixed) also affect the size of the lobes, although in a different way. Larger R
increases the maximum ∆/∆0 for the first lobe. However, it also reduces the sep-
aration between the zeroth and first lobe maxima with only small variations in the
B span of each lobe. Finally, the effect of increased superconducting coherence
length ξ is to supress ∆ at all B, as shown in Figure 4.2c.

Due to the hybrid superconductor-semiconductor composition of the gate-
mon, an experimental area of interest is the search for Majorana zero modes
(MZMs) in the NWs [39] (see Section 2.5). Results from dc transport experi-
ments possibly indicate that MZMs can appear in the first Little-Parks lobe, at
around 0.1 mT [45], whereas half-shell systems might require ∼ 1T to enter the
topological regime [39]. In the context of attempts of circuit-QED detection
having encountered issues with qubit operation in large magnetic fields [16], the
full-shell NWs forms an interesting alternative materials system. Beyond the
search for MZMs, the Little-Parks effect offers a platform for examining the in-
fluence of magnetic field on phenomena such as quasiparticle poisoning which
is explored in Chapter 5.

In comparison to dc transport, high-frequency circuit-QED experiments pro-
vide new ways to probe MZMs beyond e.g. zero-bias peaks. The amount of over-
lap between the wave functions on either side of the JJ is referred to as the energy
scale EM [49, 67–69] and is an important parameter for using MZMs in a qubit.
Theory predicts signatures of EM in the charge dispersion of the qubit [49, 50].
Whereas the parity branches of the transmon Hamiltonian in Equation 2.1 nor-
mally result from incoherent tunneling of QPs across the junction [70], overlap-
ping MZMs enable coherent transport of 1e charge across the junction, resulting

1The pairing strength of Cooper pairs is also called the gap parameter in Section 10.2 of
Reference [62].
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Figure 4.2: Parameters influencing the lobe structure of ∆(B) for full-shell
NWs. Values of parameters are picked to be similar to experiments. The non-
varied parameters are shell thickness t = 40nm, wire radius R = 80nm and su-
perconducting coherence length ξ = 140nm. In subfigures (a) through (c) t, R
and ξ are varied, respectively.

in the simultaneous presence of both parity branches. Figure 4.3 shows a simu-
lation of the signature of finite EM in the circuit-QED experiment.

A gatemon with finite EM does not constitute a topologically protected qubit.
However, the detection of EM by a circuit-QED measurement in a gatemon de-
vice would demonstrate the implementation of the topological phase in a type of
sample relevant for quantum information processing. In summary, attempting to
detect MZMs by circuit-QED in a full-shell NW appears worthwhile.
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Figure 4.3: Simulation of the signature associated with a finite Majorana
coupling EM as probed by a circuit-QED experiment. (a) Trivial regime show-
ing two qubit transition peaks, resulting from QPP. (b) Topological regime. The
two peaks appearing here result from coherent 1e-transport across the junction.
in both panels, an arrow indicates a point in the charge dispersion where the
trivial and topological regimes are clearly distinct.

4.2 Device considerations

In order to study the the Little-Parks effect in a gatemon qubit, NW devices are
fabricated as described in Section 3.1 and detailed in Appendix B. The resulting
devices are gatemons where the JJs are formed in InAs NWs with a supercon-
ducting Al shell fully surrounding the semiconductor. In this chapter, data is
presented from two devices fabricated on separate physical samples, which show
similar features. Micrographs of the devices are shown in Figure 4.4.

The devices are fabricated on 5mm×5mm chips cut from a high-resistivity
Si wafer. A sputtered NbN plane covers most of the chip surface. Microwave
lines are connected to bond pads on either end of a feed line, enabling the trans-
mission of high-frequency signals through the device. A number of coplanar
waveguides used as readout resonators are formed adjacent to the feed line.

Gate voltages are applied to the devices via fridge dc lines which, continue
onto the chips via bond wires. These lines lead up to the NW JJs, as shown in
Figure 4.4b, where the voltages tune the Josephson energy EJ of the qubit via
channel transmissions (Equation 2.4). Patches of HfO2 dielectric prevent gate
voltages from drawing a current through the NWs. The NWs are connected to
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the ground plane on one end of the JJ and to an island with a large shunting
capacitance on the other side. The island geometry is designed to yield a qubit
charging energy Ec = 512MHz, based on electrostatic simulations. The feed and
gate lines on chip are straddled by NbTiN cross-overs to suppress standing waves
that adversely affect the microwave environment.

To facilitate operation of the devices in the first Little-Parks lobe, the samples
are designed to be magnetic-field-compatible. This means that the ground plane
material is NbN, which is high-Bc, instead of e.g. Al. Furthermore, the ground
plane is patterned with flux-trapping holes, in order to avoid moving vortices at
finite field [71].

(a) (b)

1 mm

Device 2

Device 1

VC

1 μm

1 μmVFETCVC

EC

ECB

B

EC

Figure 4.4: Micrographs of nanowire devices. (a) Optical micrograph showing
an overview of the chip. The inset displays the qubit island, defining the charging
energy EC of the transmon. (b) Scanning electron micrographs of the NWs with
JJs formed in them. The right JJ of Device 1 and the associated VFETC gate is
intended for in situ transport measurements, but is not used in the present thesis.

Like other gatemons, the devices offer in situ tunability of EJ . Data demon-
strating this for Device 2 is shown in Figure 4.5, measured by two tone-spectroscopy.
At each gate voltage VC, an S21 transmission measurement is first performed us-
ing a VNA (Figure 4.5a). Based on the resulting transmission data, a readout
frequency fRO is chosen. The transmission at fRO is monitored while a drive
tone with frequency fd is applied. If fd matches f01, the drive tone will excite
the qubit resulting in a qubit-state-dependent shift of the readout resonator. For
this reason, the heterodyne transmission measurement of VH as a function of
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fd will show a peak around f01. Multi-photon processes give rise to additional
peaks, e.g. around f02/2. Resulting data from the two-tone spectroscopy mea-
surement are shown in Figure 4.5b. Spectroscopy measurements are performed
using a high-frequency demodulation circuit based around a digitizer. More de-
tails on the measurement setup are presented in Section 3.3. The devices used
here do not have a dedicated microwave drive line and drive tones are instead
applied via the feed line.

4.3 Zeroth and first lobe

The Little-Parks effect is detected in circuit-QED by a field-dependent two-tone
spectroscopy measurement. Fixing the gate VC =−2.5V yields a qubit fre-
quency f01 = 4.3GHz at zero magnetic field. The magnetic field B parallel to
the NW is then increased to ∼ 130mT with the two-tone measurement repeated
at intermediate set points. The range of fd sweeps are adjusted to capture the
peak corresponding to f01 and its vicinity. The results are shown in Figure 4.6a.
Several features in these data are interesting to note. The qubit frequency f01
shows a non-monotonic oscillatory dependence on B consistent with the Little-
Parks effect. At certain values of B, around e.g. 80 mT, the f01 feature appears
to split. This is interpreted as instability in the offset-charge ng, in the sense that
traces with a single peak are instances where ng is close to the degeneracy point
of the charge dispersion and vice versa. Finally, the spectroscopy peak alters
between visible and invisible around 40 mT, 55 mT and 130 mT. A possible in-
terpretation of this is decoherence caused by quasiparticle poisoning, which is
revisited in the next chapter1.

Figure 4.6b shows a fit of the data in Figure 4.6a to Equations 4.3 and 4.4
with the assumption that f01 ∝

√
∆. The resulting fit parameters are R = 81nm,

t = 36nm and ξ = 139nm with the proportionality constant f01(B= 0)= 4.34GHz.
The geometrical parameters are comparable to those observed in NW micro-
graphs (see Fig. 3.1 and note the surrounding discussion).

Differences with respect to qubit properties in the zeroth and first lobe are
examined in the measurement results displayed in Figure 4.7. As discussed in
Section 2.3, T1 is a measure of the time scale in which the qubit remains in one
of the logical states. In order to probe this, Rabi and relaxation time domain

1In particular, see Figure 5.11 and the surrounding discussion.
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Figure 4.5: Tunability of gatemon qubit frequency. (a) Transmission mea-
surement taken by VNA. (b) Two-tone spectroscopy measurement. The qubit
frequency f01 can be seen to increase non-monotonically from 3 GHz to 7.5 GHz
in the interval −1V <VC < 1V. Subfigure (b) consists of several data sets dis-
played together, which causes the apparent discontinuities in the background,
as well as in the evolution of f01 due to hysteresis in the gate-dependence of JJ
channel transmissions. Data is not taken for fd ∼ fRO. Data from Device 2.
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Figure 4.6: Destructive Little-Parks effect detected by circuit-QED. (a) Two-
tone spectroscopy data. The qubit frequency f01 shows a non-monotonic de-
pendence on the applied magnetic field B parallel to the NW, interpreted as the
Little-Parks effect. (b) Values of f01 as extracted from the spectroscopy data in
(a), along with a fit to the equations describing the Little-Parks effect. The or-
ange band corresponds to the 3rd-97th percentile of the fit. Parameters from the
fit are given in the main text. Data from Device 1.

experiments are performed in either lobes. This sequence of measurements was
performed at B = 0T with VC =−1.4V yielding f01 = 4.5GHz. The results are
shown in Figure 4.7a-b. In this regime, the fit to experimental data yields a
Rabi decay time T R = 0.18µs and relaxation time T1 = 2.5µs. Relaxation times
around 1–10 µs is the state of the art of NW gatemons [22,23,25]. In the first lobe
of the destructive Little-Parks effect (B = 100mT), the same set of measurements
at VC =−2.73V and f01 = 3.8GHz yielded T R = 0.34µs and T1 = 0.5µs (Fig-
ure 4.7d-e). The observation of Rabi oscillations at B = 100mT confirms that
the qubit is still coherent in the first lobe and time domain studies are possible
in a regime where transport experiments possibly show the presence of MZMs.
The reduction in T1 indicates the presence of an energy relaxation mechanism
that appears in the first lobe and not in the zeroth, or the increase in magnitude
of a mechanism present in both lobes. An interpretation corresponding to the
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former case would be the appearance of subgap states in the first lobe causing
dissipation of energy [72].

In Figure 4.7e,f the charge dispersion of the qubit transition is probed in the
zeroth and first lobe by gate-dependent two-tone spectroscopy measurements.
Small changes in the gate voltage VC allows for control of the offset-charge ng

without a large effect on EJ , keeping f01 nearly constant. Apparent to the eye,
the structure of the charge dispersion is qualitatively similar across both lobes.
The oscillations of f01 follow the expectation from the transmon Hamiltonian
(Figure 2.2).

At each value of VC, except at degeneracy points in ng, two peaks can be seen
in the spectroscopy trace. In the zeroth lobe the interpretation of this doubling
is quasiparticle poisoning [70] and there is no expectation of any topologically
non-trivial phenomena. If the system is interpreted to remain in the trivial regime
in the first lobe, the origin of peak doubling is the same as for B = 0T. On
the other hand, if the system is interpreted to be in the topological regime, the
origin of peak doubling is instead a coherent transport of 1e charge across the
junction and the peaks correspond to different transitions within the spectrum of
a Hamiltonian with a term proportional to EM [49].

While the peak doubling itself does not indicate whether the system is in
the trivial or topological regime, the structure of the charge dispersion has the
potential to do so. As shown in Figure 4.3, the topological regime is expected
to be concomitant with a gap replacing the crossing of parity branches at the
degeneracy points in ng. In the first lobe data shown in Figure 4.7f, no such gap
can be seen. The charge dispersion data at B = 104mT is consistent with trivial
superconductivity. Quantitative analysis of the data produces an experimental
upper bound on the Majorana coupling EM/h < 10MHz1.

Measurements of the evolution of T1 as the magnetic field is increased is
shown in Figure 4.8. As indicated in the figure, data are taken at different gate
voltages. The trend of T1 being suppressed in the first lobe persists across all gate
voltages probed and in different values of B within either lobe.

4.4 Conclusion

In this chapter, a full-shell superconductor-semiconductor NW gatemon was
studied at zero and finite magnetic field. At zero field, the qubit is coherent with

1See the supplemental material of Reference [73] for details of this calculation.
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a T1 similar to that reported in previous studies of similar NW devices. As the
parallel magnetic field is increased, the NW enters a lobe of reentrant supercon-
ductivity. A fit to equations from theory confirms the applicability of Little-Parks
theory to the data.

The charge dispersion signature of the topological regime was not observed
in the first lobe. Although this does not rule out the presence of MZMs the mea-
surement results provide an upper bound on the Majorana coupling EM < 10MHz.
Vanishing or small (relative to experimental conditions) EM could be due either
to the inapplicability of the theory of topological superconductivity to the partic-
ular material at hand or because of disorder in the material reducing the overlap
of MZM wavefunctions.

Although no signatures of MZMs were detected, the experiment demon-
strates the integration of the Little-Parks effect, a cornerstone phenomenon of su-
perconductivity, in a modern device oriented toward quantum information. The
detection of coherent oscillations and stable charge dispersion in the first lobe
confirms the suitability of the circuit-QED approach for probing the presence of
MZMs and could be revisited should further input become available pertaining
to topological superconductivity, e.g. from theory or materials science.
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Figure 4.7: Charge dispersion and time domain experiments in zeroth and
first lobe. In (a)-(c) B = 0T. (a) Rabi oscillations. (b) Relaxation measurement
yielding with an exponential fit yielding T1 as indicated. (c) Charge dispersion
of both parity branches of the gatemon energy transitions. Subfigures (d)-(f)
show results from the same measurements taken in the first lobe (B∼ 100mT).
A comparison of (c) and (f) reveal no apparent signature of finite EM in the
first lobe. Data in panels (a)-(b) and (d)-(e) from Device 1 and in (c), (f) from
Device 2.
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Figure 4.8: Magnetic-field-dependence of relaxation time T1 across the ze-
roth and first lobe of the Little-Parks effect. For T1 to be measured, the su-
perconducting gap ∆ needs to be finite and within the experimentally accessible
range. Furthermore the spectroscopy peak corresponding to f01 must remain vis-
ible (for example, not too broadened by decoherence). The lack of data points
for 40mT < B < 80mT result from these limitations. Data from Device 1.



Chapter 5

Parity switching in a full–shell
superconductor–semiconductor
nanowire qubit

In this chapter, another aspect of loss in the gatemon qubit is investigated, namely
that related to uncontrolled charge-parity switching. This phenomenon is also
known as quasiparticle poisoning (QPP). Depending on the rate of QPP in com-
parison to other loss mechanisms, the presence of QPP could limit the qubit
lifetime and coherence.

The content of this chapter is based on the pre-print

• “Parity switching in a full-shell superconductor-semiconductor nanowire
qubit” (in review) by O. Erlandsson*, D. Sabonis*, A. Kringhøj, T. W. Larsen,
P. Krogstrup, K. D. Petersson, C. M. Marcus.
* These authors contributed equally to this work.

All data in this chapter is from Device 2, introduced in Chapter 4.

5.1 Quasiparticle poisoning

The operation of any qubit relies on preventing energy loss to the environment as
well as keeping the parameters of the Hamiltonian stable. At present, the trans-
mon qubit is one of the most established types of superconducting qubit. The

41
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energy levels of its Hamiltonian are plotted in Figure 5.1. In contrast to Fig-
ure 2.2 each energy level has here two parity branches, denoted by subscripts e
and o for even and odd. This doubling occurs because unpaired quasiparticles
(QP) can tunnel across the JJ, which causes a shift in ng by 1/2 (half of a Cooper
pair). Typically these events happen at a rate faster than the duration of measure-
ment, which means that the experimenter will see both even and odd branches of
the Hamiltonian [70].1

(a)

1e

(b)

1e

Figure 5.1: Quasiparticle poisoning and transmon energy levels. (a) Trans-
mon energy level spectrum. In contrast to Figure 2.2, ground and excited states
each have two levels resulting from QPP. (b) Schematic illustration of QPP. An
unpaired QP tunneling across the junction and thereby shifting ng by 1e.

Apart from giving rise to the doubling of the transmon energy levels, QPP
can adversely affect qubit lifetime and coherence time. As described above,
the shift ng→ ng +1/2 in the Hamiltonian alters the transition energy E01 and
thus causes dephasing of the quantum state. However, in the transmon limit
EJ/EC→ ∞, the two parity branches are degenerate due to the suppression of
charge dispersion. While this suppresses the aforementioned decoherence mech-
anism, QPP still imposes limits on qubit lifetime. This is due to the fact that
QPs can carry energy either out of, or into, the qubit as they tunnel across the
JJ, leading to relaxation and residual excitation, respectively. The prevalence of
such QPP-induced relaxation and excitations depends on the energy distribution
of the QPs [74].

1Note that these branches are not simultaneous solutions of the same Hamiltonian, but instead
solutions of Ĥ plotted together with Ĥ(ng→ ng +1/2).
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Table 5.1: Transmon poisoning times TP reported from other experi-
ments. No discrimination based on logical state source and destination is made
for the quantities listed in this table.

Year Work Measured TP (order of magnitude)
2013 Ristè et al. [75] 50 µs – 1 ms
2018 Serniak et al. [74] 10 µs – 100 µs
2019 Serniak et al. [76] 1 ms – 10 ms
2021 Uilhoorn et al. [84] 50 µs – 500 µs
2022 Gordon et al. [77] 10 µs – 100 ms
2022 Kurter et al. [78] 10 µs – 1 s
2022 Pan et al. [79] 10 ms – 1 s

The extent to which QPP limits the performance of a given qubit depends on
the time scale TP, on which the poisoning events occurs. QPP is conventionally
modeled as a random telegraph signal and the quantitative assignment of TP can
be done by fitting the Fourier transform of measured time traces to a Lorentzian
function. QPP in transmons has been studied in many experiments and a wide
range of values of TP have been reported. Results from some of the key experi-
ments are listed in Table 5.1.

Initial measurements of QPP in transmons were performed on Al devices
using a Ramsey-type pulse sequence and yielded TP ∼ 1ms [75]. The same
technique was later used to probe the energy distribution of QPs and individ-
ually measure transitions across all four parity-logical states [74]. An alternative
measurement scheme that relied on direct monitoring of transmission rather than
pulse schemes was introduced in Reference [76], which also demonstrated an
increased TP attributed to additional microwave filtering. The influence of ca-
pacitor geometry on TP has been studied with results indicating an advantage of
small and tapered geometries [77–79]. Covering the transmon with a layer of Al
has been shown to improve TP [79]. In this chapter, QPP is investigated in a full-
shell gatemon qubit. QPP was recently studied in a half-shell gatemon, where
it was found that TP ∼ 100µs and that TP had a non-monotonic dependence on
an applied magnetic field. In general, methods to mitigate QPP have included
pumping schemes [80] and trapping QPs using vortices [81, 82] or regions of
normal metal [83].
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5.2 Measurement of poisoning time

A prerequisite for measuring the rate of parity switching in a transmon is re-
solving the separate parity branches of the qubit transition. As discussed in Sec-
tion 2.2, operation in the regime EJ/EC� 1 is part of the definition of the trans-
mon (typically EJ/EC ∼ 50). For quantum computer applications, this regime is
appealing because of its associated improvements of coherence. In this regime,
however, it is hard to study QPP, due to the fact that the separation between the
parity branches is intentionally suppressed1. Hence, in order to study QPP, trans-
mons with an intermediate value of EJ/EC, referred to as offset-charge sensitive
(OCS) transmons, can be exploited.

For gatemons (and flux-tunable split-transmons), there is an extent to which
the OCS regime can be tuned in and out of in situ. Since the gatemon EJ is
voltage-controlled, then so is EJ/EC. In practice, however, it is convenient to
keep the transition frequency in the vicinity of the readout resonator. Therefore,
a relatively small EC should be chosen in the design of the sample. In the present
work, EC = 500MHz was chosen.

The fabrication of the gatemon sample and the experimental setup has been
outlined in Chapter 3 with the full fabrication details provided in Appendix B.
The sample used for the present experiment is the one referred to as Device 2 in
Chapter 4, depicted in Figure 4.4b.

First, the switching rate was studied at base temperature and zero magnetic
field. The qubit transition frequency was tuned by the gate voltage in order to
obtain a large dispersive shift and to decrease EJ/EC. By setting VC =−0.71V,
a qubit frequency f01 = 4.1GHz was arrived at, as detected by two-tone spec-
troscopy. Next, a time series measurement of the transmission at the readout
resonator at fRO = 5.4GHz was set up. To characterize the switching, the trans-
mission has to be monitored for a long enough time so that several switching
events are recorded, and using a sufficiently high time-resolution as prescribed
by the Nyquist theorem. On the other hand, increasing the measurement dura-
tion and resolution eventually leads to problems due to memory limitations in
the experimental instrumentation. In our case, the setup was bottlenecked by
the AlazarTech ATS9360 digitizer. For example, although the setup allowed for
time series data points to be collected at a rate of τC ∼ 1µs, running such a mea-

1Note that this does not mean that the adverse effects of QPP are vanishing, since QPP can
still impose limits on T1.
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Figure 5.2: Direct monitoring of QPP and extraction of TP. (a) Time trace
of demodulated voltage VH showing switching interpreted as QPP. (b) Average
power spectral density of 40 traces as in (a). A fit to a Lorentzian function yields
a poisoning time TP as indicated.

surement for several seconds (corresponding to millions of data points) triggered
a memory error in the digitizer. Since the time scale of switching events is not
known a priori, different durations and time increments were tried until switch-
ing was observed in the resulting measurement as shown in Figure 5.2. For the
trace in Figure 5.2a, the measurement lasted for 3.2 s, with adjacent data points
separated by τC = 4ms (800 data points). Each data point itself consists of the
average voltage recorded over a time span of τI = 100µs. In order to increase the
accuracy of the fitted TP, the time series was measurement was repeated NT = 40
times.

Taking into account both the magnitude and phase of the transmitted signal,
the demodulated voltage VH is recorded as a complex quantity. In electronics,
the real and imaginary axes of the plane formed by the magnitude and phase of
a signal are called in-phase (I) and quadrature (Q) respectively, and the plane
is referred to as the IQ-plane. Depending on the measurement setup and non-
idealities in the sample, it varies whether the measured signal lies mostly along
the I or Q axis. In order to maximize the signal, the data sets were rotated in the
IQ-plane to project along the axis separating the two populations, when detected.
If no split population was observed in the data, which could happen for example
if charge noise brings ng to an even-odd degeneracy point, the data set was not
used to extract a value of TP (see also Figure 5.4 and surrounding discussion).
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Figure 5.3: Rotation of QPP data in the IQ-plane. The parity-switching data is
processed for improved signal. (a) Histogram of I and Q component of measured
VH . The line indicates a particular choice θ = 0.322rad of rotation angle. (b)
One dimensional histogram of data projected on chosen θ . (c) Rotated data
shown as time trace. (d) Fit to Lorentzian of data rotated with chosen θ . (e)-
(h) Same diagrams for a different choice of θ . Based on the split population
exhibiting switching appearing more isolated for θ = 1.369rad, this angle was
chosen for the data displayed here.
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Figure. 5.3 shows an example of rotating data in the IQ-plane. As seen in
Figure 5.3a, e the signal in this data lies mostly along the magnitude of the volt-
age. However, each population also has a tail-like feature, interpreted to result
from residual excited-state population. The manual choice of rotation angle θ

was made so that as much signal as possible was obtained, while also trying to
avoid distortions such as from these tail-like features. Various automated proce-
dures for picking such an angle were tried. It is possible that a machine learning
solution could be implemented to this end; alternatively a more sophisticated
measurement could be set up where all four logical-parity states are identified in
the IQ-plane. However, for the purposes of the present investigation, a manual
selection procedure as described above was found to be most time-efficient.

After selecting a suitable rotation angle, the data was binned following Ref-
erence [75] so that data points below the mean were set to −1 and points above
the mean to 1, and the power spectral density (PSD) was computed using the
FFT routine from the NumPy Python package wrapped in the following function

def psd(time_series, cycle_time):
npts = len(time_series)
nfreqs = np.fft.fftfreq(npts, cycle_time)[:(npts//2)]
nfft = np.fft.fft(time_series)
npsd = 2*cycle_time/npts * np.abs(nfft[:(npts//2)])**2
return (nfreqs, npsd)

The mean PSD Pxx of all NT traces was computed and fit to a Lorentzian form

S( f ) = A
TP

(πTP f )2 +1
+B , (5.1)

with poisoning time TP, amplitude A and background B to account for noise in
the data. The resulting Pxx along with the best fit is shown in Figure 5.2b.

The present measurement of TP ∼ 100ms is on the higher end of previously
reported values of TP in transmon qubits, as listed in Table 5.1. Although the
factor limiting TP was not identified, the observation of slow QPP in a gatemon
sample means that it is possible to engineer large improvements of T1 in this
material system before encountering the limit set by QPP. This is an encouraging
fact for the further development of nanowire gatemons as a platform for quantum
information processing.

Next, the stability of TP over time is investigated. Furthermore, the time
stability of ng is also monitored. The gate voltage is fixed at VC =−667mV,
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yielding f01 = 4.5GHz. The experiment is set up as follows. First, a two-tone
spectroscopy measurement is performed. Then, the drive tone is disabled and
a dispersive measurement of TP is made as described above. This sequence is
repeated for 12h. Afterward, the TP data is rotated in the IQ-plane, binned and
fitted. The results are shown in Figure 5.4. In Figure 5.4a. The omission of
TP data points at certain segments of the diagram is due to not using data from
when ng is at the degeneracy point, as shown in Figure 5.4b. The data in Fig-
ure 5.4b reveals that ng is fairly stable in time, showing jumps and drift on the
time scale of hours. By comparing Figures 5.4a-b, it can be observed that there
is no apparent correlation between TP and ng. Figures 5.4c-e show examples of
full two-dimensional histograms of the dispersive monitoring prior to projecting
onto a chosen axis. As jumps in ng make the difference in f01 between the charge
parities smaller (e.g. going from the situation in Figure 5.4c to the one in Fig-
ure 5.4d) the distance between the two populations decreases. This means that
the driven two-tone measurement is consistent with the dispersive monitoring
used for detection of TP. At the degeneracy point (Figure 5.4e) the two popula-
tions have merged and as per the data rotation procedure, such a data set is not
used for extracting TP. In this regime, a large elongation is visible in the his-
togram. We presently lack an interpretation for this feature in the data. Possibly,
it represents an effect favoring residual excitation or causing extra sensitivity to
noise when the parities are degenerate.

5.3 Parity-selective spectroscopy

In Chapter 4, the gatemon charge dispersion was recorded in order to compare
the zeroth and first Little-Parks lobes. In Figure 4.7c, the measured charge dis-
persion shows both parity branches of the qubit transition, due to the duration
of measurement exceeding TP. If a spectroscopy measurement can be performed
faster than TP, while still averaging enough to resolve the qubit transition, un-
poisoned spectra with a single f01 peak can be recorded. Data from two-tone
spectroscopy measurements performed in this way are shown in Figure 5.5. In
Figure 5.5a, VC is swept over a range of 1 mV, revealing the oscillatory charge
dispersion of f01. In this measurement, each column of data consists of 101
points in fd , separated in time by τC = 8µs and averaged 50 times, meaning
that a single column takes a total of 101×8µs×50 = 40.4ms to acquire. Since
40.4ms < TP ∼ 100ms, most columns reveal only one parity branch of the qubit
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Figure 5.4: Time dependence of TP and offset charge. Data taken over the
course of several hours. (a) Variations of TP as extracted from a fit of dispersive
monitoring data to a Lorentzian function. (b) Driven two-tone spectroscopy data
taken between QPP measurements in (a). Shifts in f01 are interpreted as charge
jumps on the sample affecting the offset charge ng. (c-e) IQ-plane histograms
of QPP data from the points in time indicated in (b). The reduction of popu-
lation separation from (c) through (e) is as expected from ng in (b). Elongated
features in the histogram populations, such as in (e), can generally be interpreted
as resulting from residual qubit excitation. However, the reason for this feature
appearing, in this case, only near the degeneracy point, is currently unknown.
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transition. A few columns do exhibit the level doubling, reflecting the fact that a
parity switch might occur during the period of data acquisition. In Figure 5.5b,
VC =−656mV is fixed, and the same spectroscopy measurement is repeated sev-
eral times. Here, the measurement parameters are chosen such that the time taken
to acquire each column of data is 51×8µs×20 = 8.16µs. Since this is smaller
than in Figure 5.5a, fewer instances of doubling are expected in this case, which
appears to match the observed data.

If the two-tone spectroscopy measurement is setup properly, even the gate-
dependent charge dispersion of individual parity branches can be probed in isola-
tion. To this end, the DAC controlling VC is replaced with a waveform generator
(Agilent 33600A), allowing the voltage to be rapidly ramped. A sawtooth pat-
tern was applied from the generator with an amplitude ∆VC = 1mV and offset
−0.33 V, centering the qubit frequency around 4.4 GHz.

Given the measured TP ∼ 100ms, several periods of the charge dispersion is
ramped (set by ∆VC = 1mV) with a period of τR = 2ms, repeated and averaged
15 times for improved signal-to-noise. Accordingly, one averaged ramp takes
τR×15 = 30ms. Since this is smaller than TP, the system is likely to remain
within a given parity branch for the duration of the averaged ramp. At each spec-
troscopy drive frequency fd , a total of 200 such averaged ramps were recorded.
The full data set, with all 200 traces averaged at each fd , is shown in Figure 5.6a.

Due to long TP, data can be sorted by charge-parity using post-selection. To
achieve this, sorting criteria are specified, as indicated in Figure 5.6b. In this
figure, the horizontal lines marked by single letters divide the data into segments
(for example, the values of fd between A and B). For ramp traces in a given
segment, a vertical line indicates a value of ∆VC associated with this segment (for
example, the line labeled AB at ∆VC = 0.05mV). For each ramp trace, the value
of measured VH at the associated ∆VC is used to post-select that trace into either
even or odd parity, depending on whether VH at that point is above or below
the mean of that trace1. Criteria points (vertical lines) are chosen at features
unique to one of the parity branches. The result of the post-selection is shown in
Figure 5.7.

As seen in Figure 5.7, the two different charge-parity branches of the qubit
transition now appear in isolation from each other. This further demonstrates that
the present measurement setup is capable of performing two-tone spectroscopy

1Note that since the charge-parity concerns the relative offset between either side of the qubit
JJ, populations between which switching occurs are labeled even and odd arbitrarily.
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Figure 5.5: Fast spectroscopy measurements revealing an unpoisoned spec-
trum. Averaging is reduced to speed up the spectroscopy measurement. Measur-
ing faster than the poisoning time TP yields mostly single f01 peaks in contrast
to the QPP-induced doubling. (a) Charge dispersion of f01. (b) Repeated spec-
troscopy measurement taken away from the ng degeneracy point.
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Figure 5.7: Two-tone spectroscopy data featuring the qubit transition and
post-selected based on parity. (a) and (b) show the post-selected results from
either parity. Vertical lines are artifacts from column average subtraction which
is used for enhanced visibility.
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faster than QPP and that this can be done even while probing the dependence on
another quantity (here the gate voltage). The measurement of individual charge-
parity states is interesting for example in the study of Andreev bound states,
where another technique for parity selection was recently demonstrated [85].

5.4 Temperature-dependence of parity switching

In order to probe the nature of the QP population in the gatemon device, a
temperature-dependent measurement of TP is performed. Due to the nature of
the Fermi-Dirac distribution, it is expected that the rate of QPP will increase
at higher temperatures, since more QPs will be available to tunnel across the
junction above the superconducting gap. In an effort to probe TP over a wide
range, different combinations of NT , τC and τI were used at different temper-
atures, determined by trial and error. To avoid conflating the QPP signal with
switching related to residual qubit excitation, τI is kept larger than the expected
T1 (τI > 20µs is used for all measurements of TP, as compared to measurements
yielding T1 ∼ 5µs, described in the subsequent section). At VC =−0.71V, the
same gate voltage as in Figure 5.2, the mixing chamber temperature was swept
from base ∼ 30mK up to 140 mK and at each temperature setpoint TP was mea-
sured after a wait time of 10 min (to allow for thermalization). As for the data in
Figure 5.2, each measurement of TP involved processing the complex raw switch-
ing data to a scalar VH by rotation in the IQ-plane (if a split population was not
observed, no TP was assigned to this setpoint), binning, PSD computation and fit
to Equation 5.1. The resulting TP as a function of temperture T is shown in Fig-
ure 5.8. Figures 5.8b, c illustrate the fact that this measurement series involved
detecting charge-parity switching over many orders of magnitude.

The behavior of TP(T ) observed in Figure 5.8a is similar to what has been
reported in previous transmon measurements (see e.g. References [74, 84]). As
the temperature is first increased from 30 mK, TP remains constant. At around
80 mK, it starts to decrease exponentially. The present data is interpreted in
the same way as in the works cited above. At low temperatures, no thermally
activated QPs are contributing to QPP. Hence, if all excited QPs in the system
were due to temperature, TP at 30 mK would be larger than observed. Saturation
of TP at low temperatures is interpreted to arise due to the existence of a non-
equilibrium QP population, existing alongside thermal QPs. Non-equilibrium
QPs are not suppressed by decreasing the temperature.
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The total QP density xQP, normalized by the density of Cooper pairs, with
contributions both from non-equilibrium and thermally activated QPs can be
written [86, Equation 21] as

xQP = x0
QP +

√
2πkBT/ω exp(−ω/kBT ) (5.2)

where x0
QP is the contribution from non-equilibrium QPs and ω is the supercon-

ducting gap. Assuming that the rate of charge-parity switching is proportional
to the QP density, 1/TP =CxQP, and fitting to the logarithm of data points yields
the solid curve in Figure 5.8a with

xQP = x0
QP = (1.1±0.2)×10−8 and ω = (139±2)µeV . (5.3)

In comparison to similar measurements [74, 84], the measured x0
QP ∼ 10−8 is

about an order of magnitude smaller, likely indicating a well-shielded sample
space. The value ω = 139µeV from the fit is in rough agreement with the bulk
superconducting gap of Al. Note that in using Equation 5.3 to model the data,
the temperature-dependence of ω is neglected. This is justified since the upper
end of the temperature range in Figure 5.8a corresponds to only ∼ 10% of the
critical temperature of bulk Al.

5.5 Magnetic field evolution

Due to the full superconducting shell of the NW used for the qubit JJ, the qubit
frequency exhibits destructive Little-Parks oscillations as a function of parallel
magnetic field (see Chapter 4). A data set demonstrating the presence of the
Little-Parks effect in the present sample is shown in Figure 5.9. Although taken
with lower resolution than the data set in Figure 4.6a, it similarly shows destruc-
tive Little-Parks oscillations with the first lobe centered around 100 mT.

As discussed earlier in this thesis, the operation in a finite magnetic field
is a significant aspect of the gatemon qubit. To examine the role of QPP in
this context, the magnetic-field dependence of TP can be investigated. In Fig-
ure 5.9, f01(B) shows oscillations reflecting the evolution of EJ . However, the
pair-breaking term α(B) also controls the spectral gap ω , affecting the QP den-
sity of states. Therefore, QPP is expected to increase as ω is suppressed. To
provide further insight into the influence of QPP on the operation of the qubit,
measurements of f01 and relaxation time T1 are included in the data set.
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Figure 5.9: Little-Parks oscillations as measured for Device 2. For complete-
ness, a data set featuring Little-Parks oscillations in the device for which QPP is
studied is shown here. The behavior is similar to that of Device 1, as shown in
Figure 4.6.

The magnetic-field dependent data set was taken as follows. At each set-
point of B, a two-tone spectroscopy measurement was first performed. From
these data, f01 was automatically extracted. At the computed f01, a Rabi pulse
sequence was applied. The Rabi data was fit to exponentially damped oscilla-
tions and the π-pulse duration was extracted from the fit. A relaxation pulse
sequence was then applied at the same f01 using this π-pulse duration. By fitting
an exponential function to the relaxation data, T1 is extracted. Finally, a dis-
persive measurement of TP is performed, including the steps of data processing
previously described. The resulting f01, TP and T1 as functions of B are shown in
Figure 5.10.

In Figure 5.10, the span of setpoints for B terminates in the zeroth lobe
around 30 mT. As the zeroth lobe closes, all quantities become too small to
measure. For f01, this corresponds to no detectable peak being observed in the
two-tone spectroscopy data (also resulting in no proper T1 measurement), and for
Tp it corresponds to no split population detected for any combination of NT , τC

and τI used. While f01 recovers around 100 mT, as shown in Figure 5.9, TP re-
mains too low to measure using our method. Within the zeroth lobe, the f01 data
in Figure 5.10a exhibits the expected suppression. This data is fit to equations
describing the Little-Parks effect in the same way as the data in Figure 4.6b, here
yielding a NW radius R = 90nm, Al shell thickness t = 4nm and superconduct-
ing coherence length ξ = 165nm. These values are reasonably close to those
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Figure 5.10: Dependence on magnetic field of TP. Data shown here of f01,
TP and T1 are taken in a single ramp of magnetic field B by interleaved mea-
surements. (a) Qubit transition frequency f01 as extracted from two-tone spec-
troscopy measurements. (b) Measurements of TP by dispersive monitoring and
T1 by relaxation pulse sequence.

from the fit in Figures 4.6a, as well as those from NW TEMs in Fig. 3.1 (note the
surrounding discussion), although t is significantly smaller here. Furthermore
the fit involves a large number of free parameters which constrain each other,
potentially resulting in fitting artifacts1. Nevertheless, Equation 4.3 captures the
behavior of f01(B) for this device with reasonable parameters from the best fit.

Similar to the temperature-dependent data, the measured TP in Figure 5.10b
start at∼ 0.1s at B = 0T and initially remains constant as B is increased. Around
20 mT, there is an onset of exponential suppression of TP as a function of B. A
likely interpretation of this behavior is similar to that related to temperature-
dependent data: as long as the spectral gap ω(B) remains large, the contribution
to QPP from non-equilibrium QPs dominates. At larger B, thermally activated

1For more details, see the computational notebook attached to Reference [73].
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QPs overtake and TP is exponentially suppressed. As a rough model for this
behavior, Equation 5.3 can be used with ω → ω(B) as governed by the pair-
breaking term in Equation 4.3. Here, it is important to note that at finite magnetic
field, the spectral gap ω and the pairing energy ∆ are distinct quantities1 related
by [66]

ω =
(

∆
2/3−α

2/3
)3/2

. (5.4)

It is assumed here that ∆ enters into Equation 2.4 and therefore controls f01,
while ω is the QP DOS gap in Equation 5.3. Using the values of ω(B = 0), x0

QP
and C from the fit in Figure 5.8a, as well as R, t and ξ from the fit in Figure 5.10a,
yields the model curve for TP(B) in Figure 5.10b. As seen in the figure, the model
is in rough agreement with the measured TP data. In the data, the onset of expo-
nential suppression of TP occurs at slightly lower B than predicted by the simple
model. One reason for this discrepancy could be that the model does not take into
account changes in the functional form of QP DOS at finite magnetic field. The-
ory predicts a suppression and broadening of the coherence peaks with growing
α (see Figure 10.2 and related discussion in Reference [62]). In Equation 5.3,
the zero field DOS is assumed throughout. Softening of the superconducting gap
in a finite magnetic field could lead to elevated rates of QPP, although earlier
experiments indicate that the NW gap remains hard [87]. Overall, a more refined
model is needed to capture the detailed behavior of the experimentally measured
TP(B). To gain insight into this, a future experiment could use a gatemon device
with a dc transport lead to monitor the QP DOS in situ and correlate this with
measurements of TP.

Figure 5.10b furthermore shows the field-dependence of T1. This quantity
undergoes a similar field evolution as TP; it is first constant around 10 µs, and
then exponentially suppressed at around 30 mT. As discussed in the beginning
of the chapter, QPs tunneling across the junction carrying an energy matching the
qubit transition can act to excite or relax the system. Note that the measurement
of TP reported here is specifically the rate of transition between |0e〉 and |0o〉,
whereas the QPP rates relax (excite) the qubit are |1e〉 → |0o〉 and |1o〉 → |0e〉
(|0e〉 → |1o〉 and |0o〉 → |1e〉). The ratios between these rates depend on the en-
ergy distribution of QPs [74]. Nevertheless, all of the rates are affected by the
QP DOS and can be expected to increase as the spectral gap is suppressed. The
similar magnetic fields at which TP and T1 starts to exponentially decrease sug-

1See Figure 10.3 and the related discussion in Reference [62].
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gests that QPP becomes the limiting factor for T1 above ∼ 30mT in the zeroth
lobe. A measurement of TP was attempted at the maximum of first Little-Parks
lobe B∼ 100mT. In this regime, a measurement of T1 = 0.4µs was made, but
no split population was observed in the dispersive monitoring used for measure-
ment of TP. This is interpreted as TP being below the threshold of detectability in
our setup, meaning not sufficiently exceeding the data integration time τI = 30µs
(here NT = 5, NP = 2000 and τC = 100µs). Attempts to resolve TP in this regime
of B were performed at different VC, but no split population was observed in the
VH data. Increased rate of QPP in this regime could be caused by the appearance
of subgap states associated with the the first Little-Parks lobe, as previously stud-
ied in Reference [72]. An alternative interpretation of no split population being
observed in the first lobe could be a finite Majorana coupling energy EM in the
system, giving rise to the simultaneous existence of both parity branches without
switching. However, reduced T1 in the first lobe, lack of spectroscopy signatures
of EM (as investigated in Chapter 4) and previously observed increased subgap
DOS [72] favors the interpretation of a small TP.

The data in Figure 5.10 shows T1 starting to decrease above 30 mT. As B is
increased and T1 falls below ∼ 1µs, it is not possible to keep tracking f01. This
is because the linewidth of the qubit transition as measured by two-tone spec-
troscopy is proportional to 1/T2 (at drive powers below the power-broadened
regime) [88, p. 164]. Due to the condition T2 ≤ 2T1, the peak will smear out
completely as T1→ 0. Figure 5.11 shows this smearing of the spectroscopy sig-
nal around B∼ 30mT. In order to further establish the connection between the
suppression of TP and T1, Figure 5.11 shows the smearing of transition at differ-
ent values of VC. Altering VC places the qubit transition at different frequencies.
The fact that the transition appears to broaden at a similar B suggests that the de-
crease in T1 is not determined by the value of f01, in line with the interpretation
that QPP is limiting T1 above ∼ 30mT in the zeroth Little-Parks lobe.

5.6 Conclusion

In this chapter, results from a study of QPP in a gatemon based on a full-shell
NW have been presented. At base temperature, a Lorentzian fit to switching data
yields TP ∼ 100ms. This value is on the higher end of TP reported in transmons
and is far from limiting gatemon coherence in the near term. This observation
is encouraging for the future development of gatemons as a platform for quan-
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Figure 5.11: Qubit transition becoming unresolvable by spectroscopy as the
magnetic field is increased. Panels (a)-(c) show two-tone spectroscopy mea-
surements of f01 as a function of magnetic field B, taken at different gate voltages
VC, hence yielding different f01. The disappearance of f01 at a similar B in all
panels supports the interpretation of T1 becoming limited by TP around this B.

tum computation. Large TP compared to the duration needed for spectroscopy
measurements that resolve f01 enables post-selection based on parity, as demon-
strated in this chapter.

A temperature-dependent measurement revealed a TP that is first constant
and then exponentially suppressed, supporting the picture of non-equilibrium
quasiparticles limiting TP at low temperatures. Similar behavior is observed as
the magnitude of a magnetic field parallel to the NW is increased. As TP starts to
exponentially decrease around B∼ 20mT, interspersed relaxation measurements
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reveal a similar behavior in T1, interpreted as the latter being limited by QPP. For
future studies of QPP, the possibility of tuning into a regime where T1 is limited
by TP could be useful. In the first lobe of the destructive Little-Parks effect
B∼ 100mT, a split population of VH is not observed and hence no values of TP

are extracted from the data. The lack of a split population is interpreted as TP

being too small too resolve (similar to B∼ 30mT). A likely reason for this is
the increased subgap density of states in the first lobe, as observed in a separate
experiment on gatemon devices based on similar full-shell NWs.



Chapter 6

Geometric control of the
potential in a 2DEG-based
gatemon

In situ tunability of the Josephson energy via a gate voltage is a defining fea-
ture of the gatemon qubit. This gate control has often been implemented as a
single gate inducing an overall effect on channel transmissions. In this chapter,
early results from ongoing work are presented, related to extending the number
of gates for the purpose of detailed geometric control of the potential around
the qubit Josephson junction. This could be beneficial for qubit coherence, as
will be described in the beginning of the chapter. The work presented here was
carried out in collaboration with A. Kringhøj, S. Budtz (it is discussed in part
in Reference [89]), M. Kjaergaard and C. M. Marcus. For sample fabrication,
S. N. Themadath and S. Kallatt are acknowledged. The 2DEG material was pro-
vided by the Manfra group at Purdue University.

Gatemons typically feature a single gate at the JJ, that controls the Josephson
energy EJ [22, 23]. Recent exceptions to this have included NW-based devices
where gating the proximitized wire segments was found to alter f01(B) [57] as
well as with dot-forming gates used to observe the singlet-doublet transition [90].
Potentially, a gatemon with multiple gates, that form either a quantum point con-
tact or a quantum dot in the Josephson junction, could be used to controllably
achieve unity channel transmission [91,92]. In the latter case, unity transmission
arises due to resonant tunneling via an energy level of the quantum dot. The
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ability to fabricate gatemon devices that produce unity channel transmission un-
der controllable conditions may offer improved ways to suppress decoherence,
as outlined below.

The benefit of the conventional transmon is the exponential suppression of
charge dispersion at large EJ/EC. This suppression is advantageous to qubit co-
herence because charge noise causes variations in the offset charge ng, which
induces decoherence to the extent that the qubit transition f01 is a function of ng.
If the charge dispersion is suppressed, the qubit is protected against this source
of decoherence. In the transmon, however, the exponential suppression of charge
dispersion comes at the cost of decreased anharmonicity. The decrease in anhar-
monicity is algebraic and so for each amount of anharmonicity that is lost due
to an increase in EJ/EC, a relatively large suppression of charge dispersion can
be obtained. Still, decreasing the anharmonicity limits the speed at which quan-
tum gates can be applied. Using high-power signals to deliver faster microwave
gate pulses causes leakage out of the computational states if the anharmonic-
ity is small. For the purposes of quantum information processing, therefore,
the qubit charge dispersion should ideally be suppressed without decreasing the
anharmonicity. In fact, such a mechanism exists and is relevant for the gate-
mon platform. Due to the Landau-Zener transition between Andreev levels, the
charge dispersion is expected to vanish as one of the junction channels reaches
unity transmission [94]. This effect is not captured by Equation 2.1 and occurs
regardless of the value of EJ/EC.

Single-gate NW gatemons have demonstrated the suppression of charge dis-
persion described above [29, 30]. In these experiments, unity transmission was
achieved by resonant tunneling via a level of an accidentally formed quantum
dot. Accidental dots arise due to disorder in the NW material. Transport mea-
surements have revealed a similar modulation of Ic attributed to a quantum dot
resonance in carbon nanotubes [93]. In both cases, the JJ resonance is modeled
using a Breit-Wigner transmission probability. If a quantum dot could be control-
lably formed using multiple gates at the JJ, the mechanism of suppressed charge
dispersion could potentially be used at an arbitrary qubit frequency and not fixed
at an uncontrolled energy associated with an accidental dot. This would be ad-
vantageous for scaling the use of this mechanism to devices with many qubits.

Based on the fact that vanishing charge dispersion is achieved when a chan-
nel reaches unity transmission, a quantum point contact could be a sufficient
structure for leveraging this effect. There is, however, an advantage to forming
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a controllable quantum dot in the JJ, related to the flexibility in operating pa-
rameters of the qubit. To see this, consider a gatemon with a single transmitting
channel that has unity transmission. Such a qubit would have vanishing charge
dispersion. The approximate energy difference is given by

E01 ≈
√

8ECEJ−EC

(
1− 3

4
∑η2

i

∑ηi

)
=
√

2∆EC−EC/4 (6.1)

where it was used that EJ = ∆/4∑ηi = ∆/4. For a single channel with unity
transmission, Equation 2.5 yields |α|= EC/4. Therefore the qubit transition
frequency

h f01 =
√

8∆|α|− |α| . (6.2)

In these calculations, the case of a single channel with unity transmission has
been considered. The presence of any additional channels (whether or not they
possess unity transmission) would tend to increase the qubit frequency. The ex-
pression in Equation 6.2 therefore represents the lowest possible qubit frequency,
as a function of anharmonicity, in the case of vanishing charge dispersion due to
a channel with unity transmission. This function is plotted in Figure 6.1 with
the value of ∆ chosen as that of Al. As shown in this figure, as the desired an-
harmonicity starts to surpass ∼ 100MHz the minimum f01 starts to exceed the
frequencies used in a typical circuit-QED measurement setup. Evidently, while
achieving unity transmission in a gatemon channel is predicted to completely
suppress charge dispersion, it places an experimental constraint on the qubit fre-
quency, which might become prohibitively large depending on the desired mag-
nitude of the anharmonicity.

Forming a controlled quantum dot in the gatemon JJ presents an opportunity
to circumvent such a constraint. In the modeling of resonant tunneling via a
dot level, the ∆ that enters into expressions controlling f01 is an effective gap
which can be tuned by the dot parameters [30, Supplemental material]. In this
way, a quantum dot could offer a way to achieve arbitrary anharmonicity even
at vanishing charge dispersion. For the present study of geometric control of the
JJ potential in gatemons, the gate geometry was chosen with the formation of a
quantum dot in mind.

While NWs have been the most common experimental platform for realiz-
ing gatemon qubits, the Josephson junctions in this work are formed in 2DEGs.
For the purpose of forming geometrical structures in the electric potential and
thereby the carrier concentration, the 2DEG material offers greater flexibility,
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Figure 6.1: Lower bound on qubit frequency for a gatemon featuring a
channel with unity transmission, assuming ∆/h = 48.4GHz (bulk Al). A fully
transmitting channel, while suppressing charge dispersion, also contributes to EJ

and therefore to f01. At larger anharmonicity α (achieved by increasing EC), the
lower bound on f01, set by this contribution, is increasing.

since the JJ width (the dimension orthogonal to the junction) can be lithographi-
cally controlled, unlike for the NW. In general, the 2DEG is also a more scalable
experimental platform, since it alleviates the need for deterministic transfer of
NWs from growth wafer to device sample.

6.1 Multi-gate 2DEG gatemon

Fabrication of gatemon devices from which results are presented starts from a full
2 inch wafer with a stack of III-V materials hosting a 2DEG and grown by MBE
on an InP substrate. This source material is illustrated in Figure 3.4 and is similar
to that used in Reference [26]. The fabrication process is described in Section 3.2
and a technical recipe is provided in Appendix C. After cutting the wafer into
5mm×5mm samples, the grown III-V layers are removed by selective etching
everywhere except for small patches (mesas) on the scale of 10 µm. Following
mesa formation, a circuit-QED control layer made up of thermally evaporated
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Al is fabricated, which features a microwave feed line, readout resonators, gate
lines and qubit islands. A design was used that includes three qubit-resonator
pairs per sample. Josephson junctions are formed on the mesas by removing the
MBE-grown Al using a wet etch process and a HfO2 dielectric layer is deposited
by ALD. Finally, Al gates climbing up the mesa are formed and interconnected
by pre-deposition Kaufman milling.

In order to match the small length of the JJ, the gates in the JJ have a width
on the order of 100 nm, whereas the height of the mesas are several 100 nm.
Due to limitations in fabrication technology with respect to the aspect ratio of
deposited metal, it is not feasible to create the narrow gates with a deposition
thickness sufficiently large to climb the mesa height. Therefore, a 400 nm thick
deposition is used for climbing the mesa and is connected to narrow gates on top.
The resulting mesa profile is illustrated in Figure 6.2a.

The data presented in this chapter stem from measurements on three different
devices. Continuing from the device labeling in preceeding chapters, these are
labeled Devices 3 through 51. Two of these have multiple gates shaped with the
intention of forming a quantum dot in the JJ (Devices 3 and 4) as depicted in
Figures 6.2b-c. In this design of the gates left and right cutter gates (VLC, VRC)
are intended to form tunnel barriers defining the horizontal extent of the gate,
depletion and plunger gates (VD, VH) to vertical confinement and level tuning
and a helper gate (VH) to screen the intended dot area from depletion. Device 5
has only a single gate. All devices are integrated into a circuit-QED control layer
as shown in Figure 6.2d.

6.2 Initial tests

Following fabrication, the devices are mounted and loaded into a dilution re-
frigerator measurement setup as described in Section 3.3. As a first test of de-
vice operability, individual gates are checked for Device 3. At a high bias of
VB = 6.8mV, the bias current is monitored as gates are swept to negative volt-
ages. The results are shown in Figure 6.3. As seen in the figure, all gates show
signs of carrier depletion as they become negative (increased resistance leading
to lower current IB at a fixed voltage bias). This confirms that the basic gate
control of the device works as intended. As a further sign of intended device op-

1See Table A.1 for an overview.
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Figure 6.2: Multi-gate superconductor-semiconductor qubit formed in a
2DEG. Micrographs depict structures lithographically similar to Device 3. De-
vice 4 does not feature the VFET gate and dc transport lead. (a) Schematic of
mesa profile with climbing Al gate (not to scale). (b) False-color SEM of device
JJ and gates. (c) Zoomed out SEM with gates indicated. (d) Optical micrograph
of surrounding circuit-QED control layer.

eration, comparing Figures 6.2b and 6.3, the degree to which each gate reduces
IB appears to match with the vertical extension of that gate.

Next, the circuit-QED operation of a similar device (Device 4) is studied. By
VNA S21 measurements, the readout resonator coupled to the qubit is identified
at 5.66 GHz. Several of the gates are swept to negative voltages in Figure 6.4a.
Around −0.5 V, the resonator frequency starts to decrease while the linewidth
is increasing. Around −0.7 V, the resonator leaves the measurement range and
re-appears on the other end, decreasing in frequency as gate voltages become
more negative. This behavior is interpreted as negative gates reducing EJ via
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Figure 6.3: Individual gates depleting the 2DEG semiconductor. The current
IB through the JJ is monitored at a fixed voltage bias as each gate of the multi-gate
2DEG-based gatemon depicted in Figure 6.2 is swept to a negative voltage. For
all gates, IB rapidly decreases around∼−1V, interpreted as depletion of carriers
in the semiconductor. Non-swept gates are set to 0 V. Data from Device 3.

channel transmissions, leading to a reduced qubit frequency via Equation 2.3.
The is reflected in the frequency of the resonator through its qubit-frequency-
dependent dispersive shift and an avoided crossing as the qubit and resonator
frequencies coincide. Jitter in the dependence of resonator frequency on gate
voltages likely reflects disorder in the material. Fixing the gates in a regime
where the qubit frequency is below the bare resonator frequency, the power of
the readout tone is swept in Figure 6.4b. The transition from a bare resonator
frequency at high readout power, to a frequency shifted by the qubit at lower
powers, is a characteristic indication that the qubit is functional and coupled to
the resonator as intended.

In Figure 6.5, microwave transmission measurements are performed to probe
the effect of the cutter gates on the dispersively shifted resonator, and as a start-
ing point for using the gates to form a quantum dot in the junction. In these
measurements, all other gates are fixed at negative values, in line with depleting
the semiconductor everywhere except for the region under the oval-shaped part
of the helper gate VH . Here, data are taken with the digitizer through the demod-
ulation circuit shown in Figure 3.6. The readout frequency is fixed around the
center of the resonator fRO = 5.661GHz. The transmission at fRO is measured
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Figure 6.4: Basic demonstration of circuit-QED operation of multi-gate
2DEG gatemon device. (a) Gate-dependence of readout resonator coupled to
qubit. The helper gate is fixed at VH =−0.6V and other gates are swept together.
As the qubit frequency passes through the bare resonator frequency, an avoided
crossing is observed. (b) Power-dependence of resonator in a gate regime where
f01 > fRO; here VD =VP =−0.68V and VLC =VRC =−0.25V. Data from De-
vice 4.

as a function of VLC and VRC. The results reveal that the cutter gates can be used
to suppress f01, at least to the extent that can be probed by the dispersive shift
at fRO, given that the other gates are sufficiently negative, as in Figure 6.5c. As
VLC and VRC become more negative in Figure 6.5c, less gate-dependent features
appear in the data, indicating a suppression of EJ , since f01 has presumably been
so detuned from fRO that the dispersive shift is undetectable. In Figure 6.5, no
periodic diagonal features are observed close to the depleted regime. Such fea-
tures could be associated with the presence of a quantum dot in the junction.
This is because levels successively tuned onto resonance would cause increased
f01 due to large transmission and those levels should be tunable by any gate near
the quantum dot (cf. the gate-dependence of Ic reported in Reference [93]). The
absence of such features in Figure 6.5c suggests that more careful tuning is nec-
essary to form a quantum dot in the junction. A large degree of non-monotonicity
as a function of either gate can be observed, indicative of noise in the material.
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Figure 6.5: Circuit-QED response to depleting gate voltages on either side
of the Josephson junction. Features at negative cutter gates indicate non-
monotonicity in the gate-dependence of critical current. Panels (a)-(c) show the
same measurement repeated at progressively more negative values of VP and VD.
In all panels VH =−0.6V. Data from Device 4.

6.3 Time domain

The investigation of multi-gate 2DEG gatemon is motivated by the possibility
of forming a quantum dot and using it to increase the qubit coherence time. A
demonstration of enhanced coherence time due to suppression of charge disper-
sion presupposes that other mechanisms of energy and phase relaxation do not
dominate, and especially that the qubit is coherent enough for T1 and T2 to be
measured in the first place. To determine the state of coherence in the 2DEG
device, a series of time domain measurements is performed.

On Device 3, the FET gate is set to−4 V in order to isolate the qubit from the
DC circuitry for high-frequency measurements. Time domain measurements are
performed at a qubit frequency of f01 = 2.8GHz. To place the qubit transition at
this value, a gate configuration is applied as follows: VH =−0.8V, VD =−3V,
VP =−3.27V, VLC =VRC =−1.75V. After determining f01 by two-tone spec-
troscopy, a Rabi pulse sequence is applied as a function of drive frequency fd in
the vicinity of f01. This two-dimensional measurement resulted in the “chevron”
patterned oscillations as shown in Figure 6.6a. With a π-pulse duration extracted
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from the trace at fd = 2.84GHz (Figure 6.6b), a relaxation experiment is per-
formed at this drive frequency, yielding a decay shown in Figure 6.6c. Also
shown in this figure is the best fit to an exponential function, with T1 = 0.15µs.
Next, using a Ramsey pulse sequence, an attempt to measure the coherence time
T2 was made. Figure 6.6 shows the results of this measurement. In the measured
data, Ramsey fringes are observed, but the signal-to-noise ratio is deemed too
poor to attempt a fit to the data; by eye, it appears that T2 ∼ 10ns. Although not
quantitatively characterized, the signal-to-noise ratio in the two-tone measure-
ment data (as seen e.g. in Figure 6.6a) appears smaller than in corresponding
measurements on other types of samples in similar measurement setups.

The measured relaxation and coherence time are significantly smaller than
the corresponding values for the 2DEG-based gatemon measured by Casparis
et al., who reported T1 ∼ 1µs and T2 ∼ 0.4µs [26]. The small time scales mea-
sured here approach the limit of what can be readily measured by the standard
instrumentation currently used in our laboratory for circuit-QED measurements.
This presents a problem for studying effects enhancing T2, such as the resonant
tunneling regime of interest to the present investigations. There could be sev-
eral possible reasons for poor qubit performance as compared to Casparis et al..
In order to rule out any mechanisms of decoherence imposed by the measure-
ment setup, an externally fabricated all-metal transmon reference sample was
loaded into the same setup used for 2DEG gatemon devices. Time domain mea-
surements on this all-metal transmon device yielded T1 ∼ 100µs and T2 ∼ 20µs,
establishing that neither the refrigerator hardware nor instrumentation are bottle-
necking the coherence times.

The devices discussed so far have multiple gates near the Josephson junc-
tion, whereas those studied by Casparis et al. had only a single one. It is possible
that additional gates could limit T1 by providing a means for energy to be trans-
ported away from the qubit to the environment. A reference device (Device 5,
fabricated on the same physical sample as Device 3) featuring only a single gate
was used to test whether small T1 and T2 could be attributed to the large num-
ber of gates. A micrograph and time domain measurements of this reference
device are shown in Figure 6.7. The measured T1 = 0.18µs is similar to that of
the multi-gate device. A Ramsey pulse sequence measurement (not shown) on
Device 5 further revealed poor-signal fringes with an apparent T2 ∼ 20ns, also
similar to the multi-gate device. These results indicate that the presence of many
additional gates is not the cause of small coherence times in the 2DEG-based
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Figure 6.6: Time domain measurements of multi-gate 2DEG gate-
mon. (a) Rabi oscillations probed at different drive frequencies fd yielding a
characteristic “chevron” pattern. (b) Line cut of (a) at indicated drive frequency.
(c) Relaxation experiment at fd = 2.84GHz, displayed along with a fit to an ex-
ponential decay giving a relaxation time T1 = 0.15µs. (d) Ramsey experiment.
A three-point moving average filter has been applied to these data for improved
signal visibility. Due to low signal-to-noise ratio, no fit is applied to data. Data
from Device 3.

gatemon devices studied here.
Time domain measurements on the single-gate device were repeated at dif-

ferent qubit frequencies; at VG =−557mV yielding f01 = 6.8GHz and at VG =
−539mV yielding f01 = 8.9GHz. Larger T1 or T2 were not measured in either
of these two regimes of f01. This observation likely means that low coherence
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times measured for the present devices are not a result of picking an unfavorable
gate regime, and also not due to a temporary effect, since these measurements
were spaced out by several hours.

1 μm
(a)

Figure 6.7: Reference measurement of relaxation time in single-gate 2DEG
qubit. (a) False-color micrograph of single-gate device. (b) Coherent oscilla-
tions measured by applying a Rabi pulse sequence to the qubit. (c) Relaxation
measurement yielding T1 = 0.18µs. Here VG =−572mV and fd = 3.85GHz.
Data from Device 5.

Measurements in dc transport could offer insights into the reason for small
coherence times and overall device behavior. To this end, the FET gate of De-
vice 3 is opened by setting VFET = 0V, which connects the qubit Josephson
junction to the transport-measurement circuitry as shown in Figure 3.7. The
differential resistance dR was then studied as a function of current bias IB, as
the qubit JJ was closed by applying negative values on a pair of gates on either
side of the JJ, here chosen as VLC and VD. Resulting data are shown in Fig-
ure 6.8. These measurement data reveal characteristics of the device as the JJ
nears depletion and the channel transmissions are approaching zero as VLC and
VD become more negative. At VH =−0.6V (Figure 6.8a) and before depletion
(at VLC =VD =−1.20V), dR = 0kΩ around zero bias, due to the superconduct-
ing state of the junction. As IB is increased, dR suddenly increases. This is
interpreted as IB reaching the switching current IS of the system. At IB > IS, the
JJ has a finite resistance associated with the normal state of the material. The
switching current IS is directly related to the critical current Ic = 2eEJ/h̄, affect-
ing the qubit frequency f01 via Equation 2.3. The exact conversion between IS

and Ic depends on the details of the system and the setup [32].
In Figure 6.8a, an initial decrease in IS is followed by a saturation around

VLC =VD =−1.35V. A likely interpretation of this is that the IS at which satu-
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ration occurs corresponds to the area under the VLC and VD gates being depleted,
while the small area between them are still populated with carriers and screened
by the Al of the VH gate. This screening prevents further depletion of the JJ, at
least in the experimental range of Figure 6.8a. As VH is tuned more negatively in
Figure 6.8b, an increased reduction of IS is observed, as expected from the effect
of depletion from VH . At VH =−1V (Figure 6.8c) zero channel transmission
is reached around VLC =VD <−1.35V. Qubit operation of the device is per-
formed at finite Ic. In previous experiments, qubit transition frequencies suitable
for standard high-frequency operation have been associated with IS ∼ 5nA [32].
However, examining the present device behavior in this regime (Figure 6.8b, d)
a finite resistance at zero bias is observed. The origin of this resistance at finite
IS is not presently understood. This resistance is potentially linked to poor co-
herence in the devices, as qubit operation relies on the dissipationless nature of
the superconduting state, and loss of energy through dissipation could limit T1.
Further investigation into the origin of the zero bias resistance could possibly
improve the performance of these qubit devices.

For completeness, the zero bias differential resistance is measured as the
junction is depleted using a variety of gates as shown in Figure 6.9. In these
measurements, the same behavior is observed regardless of the choice of gates
used to close the junction. Ideal behavior here should appear as a single switch
to very high resistance as IS = 0. Instead, Figure 6.9a-f show slow onsets of re-
sistance as the gates voltage become more negative. In Figure 6.9g-i, sudden
transitions to high resistance are observed, however, this is likely due to VH al-
ready having depleted all of the semiconductor not covered by the gates swept
on the axes.

6.4 Conclusion

As mentioned in the beginning of this chapter, the work presented here is part
of an ongoing study. Further research is necessary to answer the question of
whether a 2DEG-based gatemon can be used to controllably host a gate-defined
quantum dot, which could potentially be leveraged to extend the qubit coherence
time. In particular, efforts to tune the gate and confirm the presence of a quantum
dot are in progress and not reported on here. Furthermore, time domain measure-
ments reveal that the coherence time of the present devices seems shorter than
what has been reported in the past for similar samples.
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Despite the principal question regarding controlled resonant tunneling be-
ing unresolved, the work performed so far produces a number of insights into
the problem. The observation of coherent oscillations, albeit concomitant with
small T1 and T2, shows that the presence of several additional gates do not pro-
hibitively reduce qubit coherence beyond detectability by standard instrumenta-
tion. This is engouraging of experimental efforts to engineer improvements to
the devices, e.g. by different choice of materials, modifications of the geometric
design or changes to the fabrication procedure. The observation of finite differ-
ential resistance at zero bias, in a regime of switching current relevant for qubit
operation, might be an indication of the origin of low coherence times. Since it
has been demonstrated that the relevant quantities can be readily measured, it is
straightforward to conduct tests of whether any given alteration of the fabrication
process produces improved or deteriorated performance.

One aspect of device fabrication that could be linked to reduced coherence is
the Kaufman milling. In the current device design, the wide gate segments that
climb the III-V mesa are connected to narrow gate terminals on top of the mesas.
The Al making up the gates forms an insulating native oxide, which needs to
be removed for the subsequently deposited Al to make electrical contact. This
removal is achieved by Kaufman milling immediately prior to the second evap-
oration of Al. While effectively facilitating the connection of Al layers, milling
produces disorder in the surface, which could expose the qubit Josephson junc-
tion to additional TLSs that could limit T1. To the extent possible, it is therefore
advantageous to avoid milling close to the JJ. There are at least two feasible ways
to achieve this for the type of devices considered in this experiment. First, the
geometry could simply be changed so that the connection between wide and nar-
row gate segments is made further away from the JJ. This would require longer
narrow gates on top of the mesas but would reduce the exposure of the JJ to re-
gions of milled Al. Second, by engineering the mesa etch process it could be
possible to achieve a slanted mesa profile, which would relieve the requirements
on deposition thickness for the Al layer climbing the mesa. If a sufficiently grad-
ual profile was achieved, it would be possible to eliminate the need for milling
in the vicinity of the mesa altogether, potentially improving qubit coherence.

For the issue of low signal-to-noise ratio in two-tone measurements, a sys-
tematic and quantitative analysis of the setup and data is needed to gain a better
understanding of the problem. A straightforward way to achieve some improve-
ment could be to integrate a travelling-wave parametric amplifier into the readout
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line of the refrigerator, which was not available in the laboratory at the time of the
experiment. Another venue through which signal-to-noise ratio could potentially
be increased is by improving the microwave environment of the circuit-QED sys-
tem by including crossovers in the control layer. Initial tests of this, however, did
not demonstrate an improvement for the devices studied in this experiment [89].
It should be noted that the devices used in the study by Casparis et al. did not
feature crossovers.

In conclusion, 2DEG-based gatemon devices with multiple gates have been
fabricated and the basic operation of these devices have been demonstrated, in-
cluding the observation of coherent oscillations and in situ dc transport measure-
ments. Further work is necessary to investigate the possibility of using the gates
to form a quantum dot as well as to engineer improvements to T1 and T2. Given
further progress, the type of devices introduced here could potentially be used to
implement novel ways of enhancing qubit coherence.
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Figure 6.8: Current-bias transport measurent of closing gates Panels (a)-(c)
show the same measurement at different values of VH as indicated. For all mea-
surements VRC =VP = 0V. The gates VLC and VD depleting the semiconductor JJ
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Chapter 7

Outlook

In this thesis, results from three experiments related to decoherence in gatemons
have been presented. None of them directly involves the engineering of im-
proved coherence times but all of them have consequences for how this could be
approached in future research.

In Chapter 4, the absence of a signature of Majorana zero modes (MZMs)
in a full-shell gatemon was reported. The ability to place an upper bound on
the Majorana coupling energy EM means that in this case, the gatemon platform
was able to deliver information about the extent to which MZMs are present
in the sample. While MZMs in this case seemed absent within the detectable
range of the experiment, the platform is ready for another test if a breakthrough
in theroretical understanding of MZMs or materials science is achieved. The
upper bound established in the present experiment hopefully sheds light on the
conditions needed for observing EM in a circuit-QED experiment.

Chapter 5 investigated quasiparticle poisoning (QPP) in a full-shell nanowire-
based gatemon. The observation of a large poisoning time

TP ∼ 100ms� T1 ∼ 10µs (7.1)

at low temperatures means that QPP is not an inevitable near-term barrier in the
engineering of coherence times of nanowire-based gatemons. Further research
might consider ways in which superconductor-semiconductor hybrid elements
could be used to mitigate QPP. For such experiments, it is of interest to be able
to tune into a regime where TP appears to limit T1, as was observed at finite
magnetic field in this experiment.
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The 2DEG-based gatemon project in Chapter 6 needs more work to resolve
the questions it set out to answer. However, the results presented form a proof
of principle regarding the possibility to concentrate a large number of gates near
the Josephson junction without completely suppressing qubit coherence. The
data from transport measurements may be helpful for improving the coherence
times of the devices. If developed further, it is possible that 2DEGs could be-
come a preferred choice over NWs as a superconductor-semiconductor material
for applications in quantum information, due to the inherent benefit in terms of
scalability.
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Appendix A

Table of devices

Table A.1 provides a list of devices discussed in the thesis. Each device repre-
sents an individual gatemon qubit. The devices are fabricated on separate physi-
cal samples, except for Device 3 and Device 5, which appear on the same sample.

Table A.1: Table of devices. An overview of devices discussed in this thesis.
Device name Note
Device 1 VLS NW gatemon. Chapter 4.

Internal lab label IEc_05A_SWnw (Q6).
Device 2 VLS NW gatemon. Chapters 4 and 5.

Internal lab label IEc_05ESP_Q018C_NWsw (Q5).
Device 3 2DEG gatemon (multi-gate, with dc lead). Chapter 6.

Internal lab label M04-16-20_1-M15_qubit2 (Q3).
Device 4 2DEG (multi-gate, no dc lead). Chapter 6.

Internal lab label M04-16-20_1-M11_qubit1 (Q2).
Device 5 2DEG (single-gate, no dc lead). Chapter 6.

Internal lab label M04-16-20_1-M15_qubit2 (Q1).
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Appendix B

Fabrication recipe: NW device

This appendix outlines the fabrication of Device 2, discussed in Chapters 4 and
5. The steps below describe the fabrication at local facilities, starting from a Si
wafer with a layer of NbN patterned into a circuit-QED control layer and with
gate dielectric below the gates. This initial fabrication was performed at Espoo,
for which Mahesh Kumar, Rizwan Ali, Tommi Riekkinen, and Pasi Kostamo are
acknowledged. For the subsequent fabrication Marina Hesselberg, Karthik Jam-
bunathan, Robert McNeil, Karolis Parfeniukas, Agnieszka Telecka, Shivendra
Upadhyay and Sachin Yadav are acknowledged.

Top gate dielectric and crossover dielectric

• Spin EL13, 45 s, 4000 rpm. Bake 60 s, 185 ◦C.

• Spin A4.5, 45 s, 4000 rpm. Bake 60 s, 185 ◦C.

• EBL pattern exposure, 10 nA.

• Develop MIBK:IPA 1:3 60 s, IPA 15 s. Ash, 60 s.

• ALD, HfO2, 150 cycles, 110 ◦C.

• Lift-off, NMP, 2 h. Additional wet processing for lift-off completion.

• Ash, 120 s.

Nanowire deposition and junction etch

• Micromanipulator, deterministic NW transfer.

• Ash, 60 s.

• Spin AR300-80 New, 45 s, 4000 rpm. Bake 120 s, 115 ◦C.

• Strip Dioxolane 120 s, Acetone 120 s, IPA 30 s.
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• Spin EL9, 45 s, 4000 rpm. Bake 180 s, 185 ◦C.
• EBL pattern exposure, 3 nA.
• Develop MIBK:IPA 1:3 ∼ 20s, IPA 20 s. Ash 60 s.
• Bake (Re-flow), 60 s, 125 ◦C.
• Etch MF321 53 s. Milli-Q 30 s (Ultra-sound 80 kHz, 30 % Power). Dioxolane

120 s, Acetone 120 s, IPA 30 s. Ash 60 s.

Crossover crosslink

• Spin A4, 45 s, 4000 rpm. Bake 120 s, 115 ◦C.
• EBL pattern exposure (large dose), 100 nA.
• Develop MIBK:IPA 1:3 60 s, IPA 10 s, Milli-Q 30 s.

Contacts and crossover metal

• Spin A4, 45 s, 4000 rpm. Bake 120 s, 115 ◦C.
• Spin A4 (second layer), 45 s, 4000 rpm. Bake 120 s, 115 ◦C.
• EBL pattern exposure, 10 nA.
• Develop MIBK:IPA 1:3, 75 s, IPA 10 s. Ash 120 s.
• Kaufman mill. Sputtering NbTiN ∼ 170nm.
• Lift-off NMP 4 h, 80 ◦C. Additional wet processing for lift-off completion.

Dicing and wire bonding

• Spin AZ9260m, 45 s, 4000 rpm.
• Bake 60 s, 115 ◦C.
• Dicing into samples suitable for dilution refrigerator measurements.
• Rinse IPA 5–10 s, Acetone 5–10 s.
• Strip Acetone 10 min, IPA 60 s. Ash 120 s.
• Glue to PCB using Epoxy, let dry 60–90 min.
• Wire bonding.



Appendix C

Fabrication recipe: 2DEG device

In this appendix, the fabrication steps of Device 3 are provided. This device ap-
pears in Chapter 6. The processing starts from a sample cut out from the III-V
growth wafer hosting a 2DEG, for which the Manfra group at Purdue University
is acknowledged. Sangeeth Kallatt and Smitha Nair Themadath are acknowl-
edged for subsequent fabrication at local facilities as detailed here.

Alignment marks

• Spin A4, 45 s, 4500 rpm. Bake 120 s, 185 ◦C.

• EBL pattern exposure, 500 pA.

• Develop MIBK:IPA 1:3, 60 s, IPA 20 s. Ash 60 s.

• Metal evaporation, Ti 5 nm, Au 40 nm.

• Lift-off Dioxolane 1 h, IPA 30 s.

Mesa etch

• Spin A4, 45 s, 4500 rpm. Bake 120 s, 185 ◦C.

• EBL pattern exposure, 45 nA.

• Develop MIBK:IPA 1:3 30 s, IPA 10 s. Ash 60 s.

• Bake (Re-flow) 120 s, 115 ◦C.

• Al etch. Transene D 14 s, 50 ◦C. Milli-Q 20 s, 50 ◦C. Milli-Q 40 s (Room temper-
ature).

• III-V etch. Etch 10 min in mix of 220 mL citric acid, 55 mL Milli-Q, 3 mL H3PO4
and 3 mL H2O2. Rinse twice in Milli-Q, 30 s each.

• Strip Dioxolane 30 min, Acetone 5 min, IPA 30 s.
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Control layer Inner parts (Lift-off)

• Spin EL9, 45 s, 4500 rpm. Bake 120 s, 185 ◦C.
• Spin A4, 45 s, 4500 rpm. Bake 120 s, 185 ◦C.
• EBL pattern exposure, 1 nA and 20 nA.
• Develop MIBK:IPA 1:3 ∼ 30s, IPA 5 s. Ash 60 s.
• Metal evaporation, Al 100 nm.
• Lift-off Dioxolane overnight. Additional wet processing for lift-off completion.

Control layer Outer parts (Etch)

• Spin A4, 45 s, 4500 rpm. Bake 120 s, 185 ◦C.
• EBL pattern exposure, 500 pA, 1 nA and 20 nA.
• Develop MIBK:IPA 1:3 ∼ 30s, IPA 10 s. Ash 60 s
• Bake (Re-flow) 120 s, 115 ◦C.
• Al etch. Transene D 15 s, 50 ◦C. Milli-Q 20 s, 50 ◦C. Milli-Q 60 s (Room temper-

ature).
• Strip Dioxolane 30 min, Acetone 5 min, IPA 2 min.

Junction etch

• Spin A4, 4500 rpm. Bake 120 s, 185 ◦C.
• EBL pattern exposure, 100 pA.
• Develop MIBK:IPA 1:3 45 s, IPA 10 s. Ash 60 s.
• Bake (Re-flow) 120 s, 115 ◦C.
• Al etch. Transene D 10 s, 50 ◦C. Milli-Q 20 s, 50 ◦C. Milli-Q 40 s (Room temper-

ature).
• Strip Dioxolane 1 h, Acetone 5 min, IPA 30 s.

Gate dielectric

• Spin A4, 45 s, 4500 rpm. Bake 120 s, 185 ◦C.
• EBL pattern exposure, 500 pA.
• Develop MIBK:IPA 1:3 45 s, IPA 10 s. Ash 60 s.
• ALD HfO2, 150 cycles, 90 ◦C.
• Lift-off Dioxolane overnight. Additional wet processing for lift-off completion.

Inner gates (Thin)

• Spin A4, 45 s, 4500 rpm. Bake 120 s, 185 ◦C.
• EBL pattern exposure, 100 pA.
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• Develop MIBK:IPA 1:3 ∼ 45s, IPA 5 s. Ash 60 s.
• Metal evaporation Ti 5 nm, Al 45 nm.
• Lift-off Dioxolane overnight. Additional wet processing for lift-off completion.

Outer gated (Thick)

• Spin EL9, 45 s, 4500 rpm. Bake 120 s, 185 ◦C.
• Spin EL9 (second layer), 45 s, 4500 rpm. Bake 120 s, 185 ◦C.
• Spin A4, 45 s, 4500 rpm. Bake 120 min, 185 ◦C.
• EBL pattern exposure, 500 pA.
• Develop MIBK:IPA 1:3 60 s, IPA 10 s. Ash 60 s.
• Kaufman mill. Metal evaporation Ti 10 nm, Al 390 nm.
• Lift-off Dioxolane overnight. Additional wet processing for lift-off completion.

Wire bonding

• Glue to PCB using A4, let dry overnight.
• Wire bonding.
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